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The Greatest Union Square Theatre Success
played m that famous New York theatre until
ihe close of > he t-e^son. vr. a. R. C»eaurau’s
adaptation from the French, iu Four Acts,
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WALTZING
school for Waltzing, the “Geron Monday Evening, Nov. 7.
Of six lessons, Gentlemen,
$3.00 Ladies $2.00.
Waltzing ibor,»ugly taught in this classs.
SHALL

w

a

open
man” and Racquet,
1Tern
for the
s

15 years in-urance and
15 years insurance and

15
15
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115

yeais insurance aud
year* insurance and

6^6 40, if the insured
778 09, if the injured
*55.80 if the insured
949.70, if the insured
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year* insurance and
years in-urance and
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lives

15 years.

the cud of said
said
eud ©

to

15 years.

live* to the

rtJRELY VEGETABLE REMEDY
For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.
A sure and speedy cure for Soro
Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,

Jives to the cud of said 15 years.
live* to the cud of said 15 years,
liri'K In ihc cud of Milid 15 VCilFK.

IS A

Chills,Diarrliea,Dysentery,Cramps,

IF THE PARTY WHOSE LIFE IS INSURED DIES
dividend-additions,
before discontinuing the payment of preminms, the whole of the sum insured, including
no condition
less any indebtedness due the Company on this contract, will he paid as a death-claim, provided
violated.
has
been
the
of
policy
,_
After the policy has been in force three full years, if less than the full number ot premiums agreed upon
within
the
and
pein the policy is paid, and the party whose life is insured dies after such discontinuance,
due as a deathriod of the extension secured by this eontr ct under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law,the amount
been violated, will be as toliows:
claim, if no condition of the policy other than the payment of premium has
on each $1000 insured.
the 1 st year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, $975.71 will be paid
on
each 1000 insured.
be
will
949.72
paid
If do th occurs the 2d year after lapse, and within the pciiod of continued insurance,
each 1000 insured.
on
be
will
paid
If death occurs the 3d year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 921.91
1000 insured.
on
each
be
will
of continued insurance, 892.14
paid
after
and witbin the
occurs the 4th

If death

M. B. GILBERT.
«

Portland

New

Theatre.

Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick
Headache,Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Bruises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.
Perfectly cafe to use internally or externally, and
certain to afford relief. No family ran afford to
be without it. Sold by all druggists at »3c.,
60c., and ©1 a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
28
eodawly

Engagement of

Most

novl

separate entertainments combined in one. O
Mirer Cornet Band and Opera Orchestra, w

The most amazing presentaTion of gorgeous novelWhite Clown
ever seen on the American Stage.
Faces in the Minsirel First Part, three rows high.
Grand
and lmEverything New, Original, Novel,
A gigantic enterprise conceived and carried
mei K
bv
the
to triumphant completIon solely
only Nick
Roberts. Nothing old.Btftl* or frayed, but a bewildering succession of magnificent novelties, striking witthnem*, startling acrobatic and gymnastic specialNew pantomime
ties, wiih grand vari*dy olio.
tricks beyond anything hitherto attempted.
Notwithstanding the minster proportions of
this entertainn eat, and the marvelous character
of the attracti ns, no rise in prices will be made.
Box beet open 5 days in advance,, at Webster**
Api.thecary Store. £3T*Look out for the Grand
Street Parade.
Price as usual. Sale of seats commences at Box
nov9d6t
Office, Friday morning, Nov. 11th.
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THANKSGIVING.
styles, all widths and

sizes.

BOYD’S

GOODS

3XTESW

in many

Fine N. Y. Boots fer Lad'es’
at Sign of the Gold Boot.
wear.

Sold only

LADIES’

WILSON & CO.’S.

Cloth Top Button, with low vamp, box toe,
quarter over vamp—A A, A, B, C and D.

CHILD REN’S
Spring Heel Boots—A. B,

C and

Children’s

Boots for

F—the proper

wear.

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.

new raisins,

ITIeclianicV Hall,

inarch, 8.30.

Iflunic by Chandler.
nov5

EVERY THURSBAY EVENING
Commencing Not. 8d.
Single adm'sidon
a course

of rix

est

FIGS,
GRAPES,
SHAG BARKS,
Shaker Apple Sauce,
Vermont Cider Jelly, fKf
Atmore’s Mince Meat,
“

j ie

; i

French Kid Button, all widths from the narrowt> the widest.

-3-

PRUNES,

dtf

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
aii

(QiUUU
7

CURRANTS,
CITRON,

NIGHT.

THANKSGIVING

LADIES’

nnn

o

,

W
m

Jellies, Jams,
Sardines, Mushrooms,
&c., &c.

v

SIGH or THE GOLD BOOT.

leaves Portland Saturday at 7.00 a m
arrivin. in Boston at 10 66 a m. Returning leave
Bost on at 7.00 p m, arriving at Portland 10.40 p m.

514
C. f\

nl I

To Boaton aud Return

From No. Berwick

JAS. T. FUKBER,
Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVEN-s,
novlO-d3t
Gen. Agent.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

invited for about 40 tons Wrought
ions Cast Iron Scrap and 3 tons

are

Iron Scrap, 30
TENDERS
burnt.
of

ditto,

The scrap

can

be

seen on

to the Com-

application

over MiUett
(DOW’S NEW BI.OCK,)

Congress St.,

&

hW>N,
General Manager.

Montreal,

Nov.

nov8-eod3t

4,1881.

MONEY!
For the better accommodation of iny Eastern
Wholesale Trade, I shall on Saturday, Nov. 6th,
as a
re-open the old stand No. 660 Congress street,
depot for my popular brands of

CIGARS.

This

C. H. STEBBINS,
NO.

560 CONGRESS

ever

exhibited in New England, including many
graphy, among wbicb is the

Horses to Winter.
Gerry Farm
Apply to CHARLES D Me
the premises, or to JOHN C. GERRY

f1Tti r, take

10

or

Wm Bering.
DONALD, on

12 Howes

167 High St„ Portland.

on

the

ocUJdtt

not “mailable,” and must
purchaser’s expense.

be sent

by Express

that hate

patient fostering of

hidden

and unknown

power, has been rendered by the editorial
control of this magazine, it is impossible to

estimate; but it Is a very great service.
Looking through the two volumes that are
now given to the public in substantial formf

UOLJIAN PAD CO.,
444 Broadway, K. V.
(P O. Box 2112.)
eoa&warmbm
jnel4

now

styles

the names of artists and author s
who have first reached the world of readers
through the pages of Scribner’s.

especially, the conductors of the
magazine have created a complete revolution. Much has been written, much more
might fairly be said, about the change and
the improvement wrought in American art,
as illustrated in wood-engraving and print
ing, since the establishment of Scribner’s
Magazine. Whatever may be said to the
credit of American magazines and illustrated
newspapers,—and we are rightfully
proud of these,—it should never be forgotten that the fresh impetus given to this de"
partment of art is greatly due to the labors

photo-

in

ed for the first

us. as well as the
which was awarded

time in Maine by
for

beautiful

Display

of

Photographs

1881,

THE FIRST PRIZE AT MAINE STATE FAIR,

One 2 ComeAll!
Come
nov4
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Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
ex-

ciftonable Pleasure*
One of the
Of life, a properly cooked meal, afford* little or no
and
much suDsequent torture to a
present enjoyment
! confirmed dyspeptic. But when chrome indigestion
is combatted with Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, the
food is eaten with relish, and most important of all,
Use
is assimilated by and nourishes the system.

grand tonic and corrective also to remedy constipation bUionsm ss, rheumatism, fever and ague.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
this

ThST&wlm

nov3
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order to close out

some

styles
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This season, we have reduced the price so as to insure a speedy
These are the best Goods and in all the desirable shades.
We sliall also otter Special Bargains in

sale.

an

extra

good

x-uttek,

j>ubuh»

_eod&w3ro

gratifying testimony to the
worth of the work accomplished. Some of
the more notable pictures in the volumes
for the year last past are worthy of high
praise. The full-page portraits of Gladstone
Beaconsfield, Dr. Dollinger, Father Hyacinthe, and the frontispieces, are really tri-

publication,

hi t

We have a lame line of CLOAKINGS t>i very low prices.
Sole Agents for HARPRR’S BAZAR PATTERNS.
Inspect our stock and compare prices.

F. A. ROSS &
Corner Congress and Brown

Compare

the

English Duplex,
and Harvard Burners.
For

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

C. E. JOSE & GO.

OClO

SOULE’S

Will perfectly

cure

LINIMENT

the worst forms of

SCIATICA

Use only IA ROE hot
aftor all
ties for sciatica, Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
SI.50; email battles (for Sprains. I.an.c Rack, &c),
75 cei'ts. Sold by all druggists, t'. W. St V ur It
<V NON, I'roprielorN, Ki.tti, :»S«nn.
nov9
dim
else has failed.

E. R. FRESHMAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
US# W. FdOBTII

.,

CINCINNATI

interest, space will not allow ns to
speak. These, like the delightful things
that are found in the editorial departments
of the magazine, are known of all men, at
least of all men and women who read. The
freshness of the monthly pages of Scribner’s
lias been a subject for the admiration and
pleasure of iIs readers; and now that we
have those pages in enduring form, it is a
satisfaction to find that they have not become stale by tbe passage of the months,
aneous

dtf

BISHOP

who have fur-

Dished them to the world of readers may
well be proud.
In the volume before us, Eugene Schuyler’s history of “Peter the Great,” Geo. W.
Cable’s “Madame Delpliine,” Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett’s “A Fair Barbarian,’’
W. D. Howell’s “A Fearful Responsibility,’’
and other equally important works, some
destined to take their place in permanent
literature, have'just appeared. Of the papers which are of immediate and contempor-

Oxford

CIRCULAR, -in

Felt Skirt lor $1.00 and $1.25.

wilh others

complete with

is

uinnha of art. of which those

Limoges,
Lougwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines,
Sitsuma, Kioto, &c.

Inspect them.

store you will find the best $1.50 RUBBER

We have

augl2

heels

With fseautful Pollery
Centres*

Ladies’ & Gents’ Underwear.
our

good.

everywnere.

TABLELAMPS

ittei

At

What magazine in the world, before Scribner’s appeared, would have thought it worth while to
publish sets of its best engravings, in separate sheets, as works of art, to be enshrined
in portfolios and studied as masterpieces?
That there has been a popular demand for
these proof irapressious, and that their beauty and excellence have amply justified their

of the conductors of Scribner.

of

DRESS GOODS

Please

a

unwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria,
cessive heat and the thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
c.uenchcs thirst, opens the pores, relieves the head,
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates a
craving for intoxicants and imparts new life to the
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleepAsk
less. Beware of imitations said to be as
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
coiu

W. F. PHILLIPS* CO., Wholesale Agl
aug30

8

Tulh&Sly
Awiirdc
.Hcdnl
<;oi«l
the A utlior. A new ami gr«;
Medical Work, warranted tl ‘0
best and cheapest, indispen.ble to ever? man, entitled “tl
Science of Lite or Self-Prese
v*tion;“ bound in nuest Fre»><
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 3< o
pp. contains beautiful s e*n ei
125
prescription
by mai
ents; ret
or I»r. V

[{

la

J

[
i!
-ll

augi3doodly

that has occurred from Maine to Iudiand within the last dozen years. They never
sulked; they never had to be called but once
either. New Hampshire has again and again
been under obligation to them, and we do not
know when or how we have fully repaid the
debt. So far as we know, the Republican orators of no other State have done the laborious,
indomitable and effective work for their brethStates that tne Republicans of
ren in other
Maine have done. If the Republicans of Maine
had
have
any undue number of othces they
certainly ha>e had none tnat they have not
filled with able and honest men, who have
brought strength aDd not weakness to the Republican party of the Nation.
contest

The peace between China and Russia appears to have become as perfect as that between Russia and England. In fact the

young Czar

_

Vo's. XXI ami XXII.
Scrlbuer’s Monthly.
November 1880 to October ]88k. (cloth, SJG8 amt
1)80 pp., New York: The Century Company.

Russia is

of

surrounded by

statesmen who feel the necessity of a loDg
peace with foreign Powers to enable the
to recuperate from the ravages of
In the meantime, reliable accounts
from Europe inform us that the Russian
government has really made marvellous pro-

Empire

war.

gress in the construction of the great railroad eastward from the Black Sea through
southern Russia to the Caspian, with the
ultimate design of connecting with the interior of Turkestan.
II. F.

the Cincinnati

Fabny,

painter

who has spent the summer with the Sioux
says he never saw a jollier camp in his life

village. The men sit in their
tepees and smoke, and tell over their battles
and narrate jokes that are received with unthan a Sibux

restrained

grunts

The squaws

are

and

gurgles

of

soft voiced and

Recent Publication*.

some

Nashua Daily Telegraph, by way of rebuke,
gives our people the following handsome
compliment among others:
The way the Republicans of Maine have
been “petted and pampered” has been by calling such men as Blame, Hamlin, Frye, Hale,
Millikin and Reed to the front in every tough

laughter.
graceful,

genuine mother love for their
pappooses. Farny met a squaw when out
on asketching tour with his Indian guide,
and show a

who was running to fetch a medicine man,
miles away, to cure her sick baby.

thirty

Osr election day in Mississippi, the Memphis Avalanche, no Stalwart nor even Republican paper, says: It is the day when all
“positive law bows in silent majority” to the
Yazoo plan of self-defence. It is a day when
the “wealth, virtue and intelligence throttles black ignorance.” It is the day when
the minority rules the majority. It is the
day when the seif-praised “wealth, virtue
and
intelligence” with self-complacency
counts itself into all the best offices of the
State with salaries and perquisites attached.

Country Byways. By Sarah Orne Jewett.
(Boston: Honghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) Miss Jewett has
won for herself the friendship of a choice circle
of readers; the appreciative and oordial liking
of the very class of people whoes society mast
be as agreeable as their literary approval is
valuable. And no small debt of gratitude is
due to her for the exquisitely truthful and
delicately retouched care of her New England
sketches. Her dialect studies are admirable;
■he does not in the least exaggerate tbe homely
speech and to the purpose, of our farming and
seafaring folk. Moreover, she does not rely
much upon dialect for “local color”, but
enough of it to give human interest to
landscape and atmosphere that are squally
characteristic of our section of tbe country.
too

uses

Min Jewett’s observation and sensitive interin what she sees are exceedingly quick and
accurate, and show the growth that follows
est

cultivation. Her style, polished to well-rounded
simplicity, conveys her impressions easily,
clearly, and with a leisurely and restful flow of
words. Her work seems lately a little more
reflective; though her keen outlook for characteristic touches of human nature and for picturesque glimpses of sea-margin or roadside,
is alert as always. Tbe eight sketches which
of Country
the volume
Byways comprises, vary somewhat in keynote and composition—bat are all easily in the range of one
of the pleasantest and freshest voices that
speak to ns from the pages of choice books that
each holiday season brings with it.
Spain and the Spaniards. By Edmondo de
Amicis. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons;
Portland: loring, Short & Harmon.) Another
of Signor de Amicis's brilliant records of travel, fairly palpitatiog with eager seosation and
sastained at the highest degree of vitality. Tha
coloring of his superb word pictures is like
tnatoi Venice glass, transparent, luminous
and set with gemlike points. Signor ds Amicis is a poem where Baedeker is prose—bat his
descriptions are actually not less circumstantial than those of a guide-book. But every detail is ill aminated by the delight of this Passionate Pilgrim in each fully-lived moment.
An Italian all over, Signor de Amlcis gives
himself up to the impressions that he receives,

has no false shame in the wonder, amazement,
exaltation which he experiences, and yet again
—true Italian—can break off bis lyric raptures
for a momentary fine smile, taking np his sutheme precisely where he left it.
As to this volnme upon Spain and the Spaniards, one cannot say that it equals the author’s Studies of Paris—a theme especially
suited to his brilliant and versatile touch; bat
it remains one of the most vital and pictur63qne books yet written concerning Spain.

perb

Recent numbers of Messrs. Harpers' FrankSquare Library are the Braes of Yarrow, a
noble, dignified and picturesque romance of

lin

It is said that Postmaster General James
distinguish the close of his administra-

will

by recommending some change in
postal money order system by which
tion

the
the

tariff will be reduced and the convenience
to the public enhanced. What his plan is

exactly

is not known, hut it is supposed to
some of the features of the English

embrace
system.

_

Now that election is

over

they may be expected to begin to blaze.
There has been no exhibition of this nature
of any account since 1866, and the coming
oue is awaited with lively interest by all ardent star-gazers.

At last Hannibal Hamlin has taken his
confounded alliterative head-line name out
of this country, says the Nashville American, which thinks the ex-Senator’s name
was the cause of allitei ative head-line writ-

ing

tbe days following the battle of Flodden Field,
by Mr. Charles Gibbon, one of the strongest
and best of modern novelists; A Life’s Atonement, a vigorous story by Mr. David C. Murray; Sceptre aad Ring, an amateurish but
qnite pleasant novel by Miss B. H. Buxton;

Reseda,

a mild and agreeable society story by
Mrs. Randolph; and With Costs, a graceful
and brightly written novel by Mrs. Newman.

the November

meteors are in order. The night of the 13th
of this month is set down as the time when

in newspapers.

Mbs. Yelvebton, who died lately at Piis the lady whose famous

etermaritzburg,

attracted great attention 20
years ago and furnished Wilkie Collins the
theme for his novel, “Man and Wife.”
divorce case

pawnbrokers of Great Britain, 4,372
number, take in during the year 200,000,000 pledges. They keep them, too, better
than some who take the pledge in America.
The

in

Rue. No Name Series. (Boston: RobBrothers; Portland; Loring, Short & Harmon.) An anonymous novel, containing evidences of talent worth training, and some very
bad work in the way of “fine writing.” Baby
Rue was a little daughter of the Leszinksky
line—and the family annals are set forth by
way of an appendix to the book, with historic
detail meant to support the rather flimsy fabric •( the story in a way to remind the reader
of the Antiquary’s remonstrance against untruth “with a circumstance.” The softening effect of little Rue’s baby hands npon the heart*

Baby

erts

ef the noble red men her captors; the figureadorned speech of the natives, the melodramatic peses and rarefied virtues of the Leszinkskys
M. and Madame; and the dreadful old drunkard who preserves all the most chivalric virtues—in alcohol—are described with the fervor
of a first ess»y in fiction. The plan ef the story
was too elaborate and remote for tbe auttor’s
hand; bat it proves undeniable and spontaneous talent which ought to make a second aad
better-considered story, of more simple structure, a real success. One might well think that
this is tho effervescence of the talent that now
may begin to ran steadily and clear.

One of the richest heiresses in

Germany
Solutes, a lady who never
society much, being only a year

is the Countess
goes into

old._

field voiced the sentiment of every
man in the realm.

John C. Lloyd,

soldier

a

English-

of the war of

1812, aged eighty-five, voted Tuesday in Essex county, N. J., went home, sat down in
his chair aud died.
The Steuben who is after the old general’s
in New York state, is not one of
the Yorktown visitors, but a native of
this country who resides at Allentown, Pa.

property

The late Baron Kothschild jvas
that if his fortune were turned into

biggest locomotive could

so

gold

rich
the

not move It.

The stanzas quoted in Governor Long’s
Thanksgiving proclamation are from a poem
of Whittier’s.
Charles E. Smith of the Philadelphia
Press is talked of in the second
nia district for

Pennsylva-

Congress.

He Didn’t Take.
[Elevated Railway Journal.l
In one respect at least, Butterford can’t
keep abreast of the timos; he doesn’t "catch
on” to current slang. lie cannot remember it
and if he could he would know as little how
to

handle it as does

a

Hottentot of the use of

a

pocket check book.
Shortly after his return from the country be
had occasion to enter a counting-room where
his face is not wholly unknown. After severa
greetings, the cashier who was busied with a
pile of money, looked np and exclaimed:
“Hulloa, Butterford! that yon? haven’t seen
you for

an

age, been abroad?”

"No,” answered Butterford!

"I have not

been abroad, but my sis'er Maud—”
“Ahem!” interrupted tbe second bookkeeper, and the sentiment was so generally echoed
that the “firm” in the private office seriously
meditated free trochee for the crowd.
Butterford paused a moment, deploricg tbe
effects of the recent cool weather, and then re
sumed, “No, haven’t been abroad yet, but my
"Oh, give us somejhiug fresh,” implored the
office boy in an earnest undertone.
Butterford stopped and eyed the nrchin in
mild surprise. How could he have the face to
ask for anything fresh while he was eating half
"I
a watermelon behind the morning paper.
haven’t been abroad,” he began again, “but
my sis—” Here he paused, and regarded the
singular behavior of t e second bookkeeper
What disposal that
with irue-sy suspicion.
young gentleman intended making of the paper weights, band-stamps and other small articles he was furtively collecting, he could only
tried for the
guess. “As I was saying,” he
fourth time, “I have not yet been abroad, but
The head bookkeeper branmy sister Mau—
dished'his ruler menacingly, aud his able assisthe cashier's sponge,
had
confiscated
who
tant,
discharged it all dripping at Butterford’s jaw.
His aim was unerring; it struck the mark with
force and precision, crushing effectually tbe
final effort.
Butterford is slow to anger, but his spirit
can be aroased by patient and methodical
abase, and this time his persecutors had no
He uttered
cause to complain of non-success.
no vituperations, hut he called up such a look
of indignation and contempt, blinded in the
usual proportions, aud distributed it freely
amoug those clerks with a large third for the
second book-keeper, that they were all troubled with alternate pangs of remorse aud the
side ache for a week afterwards. Then he
faced stiffly to the right about, shook the dust
from his feet, and departed.
Ten days’ severe brain work* an extended
consultation with three n aiden aunts, and a
half minute interview with a bootblack, were
needed to enlighten Butterford as to the reasui |wby the boyB wouldn’t let him tell tbtm
that although he had not been abroad, his sister Maud thought such ft trip might benefit his

health.

Wild Work. The Story of the Red River
Tragedy. By Mary E. Bryan. (New York: D.
Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & DonA novel founded upon the Southern
Reconstruction times; written tolerably well
The author takes
as to interest and incident.
her view from the southern side, tbongh she
evidently endeavors to write with impartiality.

ham.)

Samuel Mobley writes that tho queen’s
message of sympathy cabled to Mrs. Gar-

one sees

TJTIBTJIj pastel portrai

•p

STREET.

iovS_«xl2w»

Hyacinthe,” Bjorustjerne Bjorn-

sense, discoverers as well as iuventors. How
great a service to the cause of American development in art and literature, a wise and

Photography

is truly the only

The Finest Photographio Display

the city.

In connection with this, at retail may be found a
full lme of Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes, &c. I can and
will sell the best o and 10 cent Cigars in this or any
other city. All who call will receive his money’s
worth every time.

say that in one

appeared, from time to time,
hospitable pages of Scribner’s. More
than this, the conductors of the magazine
may justly claim that they are, in some

Evening, Nov. 3d, Friday and Saturday Af“
ternoon and Evening, Nov. 4th & 5th, 1881.
east of New \ ork.
Palace in connection with

at Portland.
Paisies desirous of rendering should satisfy themselves of the quality of the Scjap, as no classification w: 11 be allowed after the tenders are accepted*
Xodedu tion*» or allowances will be given for dirt,
the purchaser
grease, Ac or for any other reason;
to pay for the full gross weight and to accept the
Parties tendering to give the price per ton of
2°40
Tenders endowed “Tender for Scrap.” and addres-ed to the uudersigned will be received on or
before 1 hursrtuj

Im irr.rlil

Little’s,

pany's Storekeeper

Company’s weights.

...

cated Bath is needed; also an excellent ioot-Dau
(per V2 lb. package), »•'>c. or sent
by mail, post
Far Sale bu all LmiggUts,
The Absorption ..alt i
paid, on receipt of price.
a

If 11

«*

Old Material for Sale.

to

“Father

Thursdav

$2.35.

good going Saturday, 12th; Returning Saturday, Sunday and Monday, 12th, 13th and 14th.

Tickets

new

great

son’s “Norway’s Constitutional Struggle,”
Ralph Waldo Emersou’s “Thomas Carlyle,”
Sir Julius Benedict’s “Jenny Lind,” E. C.
Stedman’s “Poetry in America,” and the
discriminating papers on “Actors and Act-

Holman’*
Ovarian and Bladder Troubles. #5.00.
Holman’s Kenal or Kidney Pad. For Kid
ney Complaiuts. #2.00.
Holman’s PrctorinI Pad. For affections of tb>
Chest and Lungs. #:*.00.
Holman * Absorptive Medicinal Body Plas
1

a

In art,

—

from all Stations. Portland A O
and Veils inclusive,
/

Mil.Olj

r>1__

like a
It is

magazine has been
found such papers as Prof. George P. Fisher’s admirable article on “The Revised New
Testament,” Theodore Thomas’s “Musical
Possibilities in America,” Bishop Doane's
deal

ing,”

AOOWwTBE PflOTOGMPBER,

Special train

fied whatever may have seemed
departure iu the art of editing.

in the

eodtJan27
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INSTITUTE FAIR.

nomenal iu

the^

liver and filomncli P»<
For Malaria Aque and Stomach troubles.
l*ad. For chronic cases $:*.««
Helmnn’ii
For stubborn cases o
■■olmon’a Spleen Belt.
enlarged Spleen and unyielding Liver and Stom
acb troubles. #5.00.
T
Holman’* Infant*’ Pad. For ailments of In
fants and Children. #1.50.
Uterine
For
Pod.
Abdominal

i_.

venture—something phemodern times—has amply justi-

ful success of this

Federal Sts.

and

novlO

connection with the Exhibition of the

Scribner’s that its citholicity of judgment
aud taste has opened its pages to many
classes of topics, which, before its advent,
were not considered suitable for current discussion iu a literary magazine. The- wonder-

PADS

mi

Grand Band Tournament

business and home life of its readers.
Indeed, it is one of the proudest boasts of

HOLMANS
n

..

N

SATURDAY, Ml 12 Cor Exchange

Holland, John Burroughs, Theodore Thomas,
Richard Henry Dana, E. C. Stedman, Ralph
Waldo Emerson,Sir Julius Benedict, George
E. Waring, Jr., Joel Chandler Harris, (Uncle Remus), R. W. Gilder, aud a great multi,
tude of meu and women eminent in letters,
and gifted with the faculty of ornamenting
other
every subject that they touch. No
magazine designed for the instruction and
pleasure of the English-speaking people, we
are confident, embraces in its scope so vast
a Vi riety of topics which come home to the

with lead poisons.
SEABURY & JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Clicmistp, Mew York.
Sritk KEMEUY AT LAST. Price Meta.
MEAD'S Medicated CORN ani BUNION PLASTER.

Special

a

publication of the two volumes
during
under notice are: Mrs. Frances Hodgson
Burnett, W. D. Howells, Geo. W. Cable, H.
H. Boyesen, Eugene Schuyler, Dr. J. G.

Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively euro where other
remedies will not even relieve.
Price 25 cen*s.
Beware of cheap Plasters made

Operate Tliro?h
*

he

in these attrac-

The Manchester Mirror having for

time past been employing its valuable time
in making ill natured flings at Maine, the

the

Porous Plasters

Houii'l.'^Ague.

Children and Misses’
School Boots,

Specialty.

a

simply

are

list of contributors would
list of the best names familar to
A

students of the literature of the day. Among
those who have contributed to the magazine

'tlie ('insulation

Fine Stylish Goods In all the leading styles.

Fine Goods

tive covers.
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Preserves,

EXCURSION

country during the year,

IMITATED,

aug31tnol)S.W&wlly

CHEESE,

BOSTON & MAINE R.R

to

volumes may he said to be comprehended an
epitome of the best thought of the timeThey are a little library in themselves.
Some of the best serial novels, the best short
stories and sketches, aud the most delightful id’s of verse that have appeared in this

A'

Plum Pudding,

Ladies, 75 c. Tickets
a-femPlies, $3.00. oct27d5m
Gent with

monthly issues of that
periodical from November, 1880,
October, 1881. Iu these two handsome
include the

Magazine

And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.
C-A-P-C-I-N-E is correctly spelled.

Jers-y Cloth Top Congress. Men’s Jersey Single Sole Congress, bevel edge A A, A. B
Men’s French Calf Balmorals
and C
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PLASTERS
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Walking Boots,

By the President.
James G. Blaise, Secretary

Fraud

1000 insured.

each

If death occurs after the flflh year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, the deducMaine
tion shall not exceed the five annual life premiums as aforesaid, with interest as provided m the

CO.

SPECIALTY

on

Non-forfeitnre Law.

French /autmnime Troupe and

EUKOPKAN

° F

period

lapse,

year

If death occurs the 5th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 8G0.32 will be paid

Extraordinary Character

KICK ROBERTS’

in

affixed.
Hone at the city of Washington this fourth day of
JSovember iu the year of our Lcrd one thousand
indeeight hun<?r> d and eighty-one and of the
pendence of the United States the one hundred
and sixth.
Chester A Arthur.
__

occurs

If death

Monday & Tu-sday, Nov. 14th & 15th

for

It has long been the custom of our people with
the closing of the year to look back upon the blessings brought to th m in the changing course of seas .ns and to return solemn thanks to the All Giving
Source from whom they flow, and although at this
p^ri d when the falling leaf a monishes us that the
lime of our sacred duty is at hand, our nation still
lies in ilic shadow oi a great bereavement and
mourning, which has filled our hearts and still finds
its s -rrowful excretion towards God before whom
we bu' lately bowed‘u grief and supplication, yet
the countless benefits which have slwwered upon
us during the past twelve months cal* for out fervent gratitu e and make it fitting that we should
rejoice with thankfulness that the l/*rd in His iufluit- mercy has most signal.y favored our countrv,
P»-a -e without and pr *sperity
and our people
within have been vouchsafed to us. No pc-ti ence
l’he abundant privileg e of
shores,
our
li«s visited
freedom which our fathers left us in their wisdom
of
are still ou. increasing heritage, and if in parts
our vast domai'*, some afflicti >n has vir*ited our
brethren in their forest home-,yet even this calamity
ba> been tempered, and in a manner sanctified bv
the generou* compassion for the sufferers which
has been called forth throughout our land. For all
these things it is meet 'hat the voice * f the Nation
should go up to God in devout homage.
Wherefore I Ches er A Arthur, President of
the l nited States, do recommend that a 1 the
people observe Thursday, the 24th day of Novembe- iusta t, as a day of national thanksgiving and
their
prayer by ceasing so far as may be from
secular labors and meeting in their several places
r»f uornhio there to ioin in
ascribing honor and
praise to Almighty Goa whos* gooautj88 nas Deen so
manifest in our bis-ory aud in our lives, and offeri g earnest praye s tba1, His bounties may contiuue
to us and to our cbildre t.
Iu witness where <f I have hereunto set my hand
and caused .he seal of the United States to be

PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER

--

fu

Respectfully,

3

if the insured lives to the end of said 15 sears.
if the insured live* to the end of s»i « 15 yc*rs.
if the insured lives to ihc end of said 15 years.
if ihe insured lives to the end of said 15 years.
if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.

236 91,
349.11,
445.64,
540. <6,
610.56,

15 year* insurance and
15 *ears insurance and
15 year* insurance and

PROCLAMATION.

A.

course

nov2dtf

An

secure

STATES OF AMERICA,

$39.59, if ihc insured lives to ihc end of »n<d 15 years.
115.48, if the insured lives to the cud of said 15 years,
181 86, If the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.

15 years insurance and
15 years insurance and
Id years insarauee and

■ ■

ROSE EYTINGE,
in the title role (her original creation) as playel
b> her during the entire run of this#most suc'•esbful production.
Seats 75 and 50 ct* ; Gallery 36 cts. Sale of seats
•ommences at box office Wednesday, Nov. 9th.
dtd
nov?

secure

will

0 annual premium*
y annual premium*
8 annual premium
9 annual premiums
lO annual premiums
II
14
13
14

^

secure
secuie

not used.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED

.'President,

Secretary,

preserve com-

NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.

JOHN E. DeWITT,

HENRY D. SMITH,

are

return or

Every regular attach^ of the Press Is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every porson claiming to ropresent oar journal.

»

proved

m

indispensable, not necessarily for publicaguaranty of good faith.

as a

munications that

noneof the condiThe foregoing Policy, No.
, issued under the Maine Non-forfeiiure Law,
tion* thereof other than the payment of premiums has been violated, secures the resnl. named in the followsurai*st
ing statement. Butif there rn.ain any dividend-additions in favor of the policy, orany indebtedness
the policy when it goes under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, the results will be modified according to the
provisions of that Law and the foregoing contract.

Theatre.

WOMAN’S

cases

We cannot undertake to

---

Fraxk Ccbtis.Proprietor and Manager.

With

all
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The Union Mutual Life Insurance Company.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OR,

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communiThe n&mo and address of the writer are in

cations.

tion but

Rates of Advertising: One inoh of space, the
ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per sgaare, daily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continu
Ing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half «quare, three insertions or less, 76 eonts;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.
'Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a largo circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subsequent
insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Portland

SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 12.

all 15-year Endowment Pol ici <?i
This Definite Contract is printed in plain type
and
a similar agreement for
sued at age 30, annual premium, $66.77,
and
of
issue.
age
every other plan
on
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every
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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Publiahed .Tory day (Sundays excepted,) by the
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The episode of the ride of a young girl to warn
her lover, so brilliantly described by Judge
Tourgee in his novel, appears here in a little
altered shape, and in- far lees swiftness aud
strength of delineation. Wild Work has some
interest as a romance of sectional history, but
will hardly repay the readers’ time.
The Bloody Chasm. By J. W. De Forest.
(New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham). Another novel founded upon sectional differences, but by ne means
so sanguinary as its
very disagreeable title
might indicate. It il quite lively and spirited
in style, effective rather than strong or delicate
in workmanship; and not at all beyond the degree of average merit.
The Price of a Life. By Rebecea Forbes
Stnrgis, (New York: G. W. Carleton & Co.;
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham) is a story
abounding in sensational incidents spiced to
snit the taste of the devourer of
fiction.

this

style

of

_

Oddities of the Law. By Franklin Fiske
(Boston: Soule & Bagbee.) When
the reader recalls the kingly succession of great
minds and brilliant wits that have strengthened and illnmined the processes of law since
Magna Charter—it will be a matter of surprise

Heard.

that this volume includes so few, comof fine or really humorous utterances—and so many aneodotes that are uninto him

paratively,

teresting, well

worn

and even coarse.

Books Received.
Volcanoes: What they are and what they teaeh.
By John W. Jadd. International SoientlBe Series.
Vol. XXXV.
Cloth, Illustrated, 381 pp. New
York: D. Appleton Sc Co. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg Sc
Donham.
Florida for Touri.u Invalid, aud Settlers.
Cloth illustrated, 310
By Oeorge M. Barbour.
pp.,

now

1

I/.

V-'i a

VW.

—

Hoyt, Fogg A Donbam.
Half-Hour* with Qreeh aad Latin AnFrom various English translati us, with
■ hors.
biographical notices. By G H. Jennings and W.
Now York: D.
Cloth. 632 pp.
S. Johnstone.
A Co. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg A Don-

Appleton
bam.

(Nolrs et Rouges.) From
Cherbulios
Paper, 111
New lork: D. Appleton A Co.
pp, 60 cents.
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg « Donbam

Salat* aod Sinners.

tbeFriHchof

Victor

Oivetb Hi* Beloved Sleep. By Elisabeth
Browning. Vith designs by Miss L. B.
Humphrey, engraved by Andrew- Cloth. 29 pp ^
$1.60. Boston: Lee A Shepard. Pori end: Bailey

He

Barrett

A Noyes.
Louise, Queen

By
of Prussia. A Memorial.
August Klackhorn. Translated from the German
by Elizabeth H. Denlo. Paper, 83 pp 75 rent*.
Portland;
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin A Oo.
Loring, Short A Harmon.

A Home

By J. T.
$1.26. Bostou:
Co. Portland: Loring, Shor

Idyl and Other Poems.

Trowbridge. Cloth,
Houghton Mifflin A

165

pp.,

A Harmon.

Hudson. By Wallace Bruce. Illustrated by
Alfred Fredericks.
Cloth, 37 pp., $1.60. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin A Co. Portland: Loring.
Short A Harmon.
Ksair Hrirdcry. A Novel of American l.ife. By
New
W. 0. Stoddard. Cloth, 406 pp.. $1.60.
York: White A Stokes. Portland; l.oring, Short

The

A Harmon.

Icribsrt’s Monthly. Vols.XXI and XXII, from
November 1880 to April 1881, Inclusive. Cloth,
New York: Scribner A Co.
968 and 960 pp.
Portland; Hoyt, Fogg A Donbam.
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HOUBS.

Wax Dbf’t, Office Chief Signal j
>
Officer, Washington. D. 0.,
Nov. 12, 1 A .M.
)
For New England,

Easterly

southeastly winds,

to

weather and rain or snow.
aud falling barometer.

threatening
Rising tempera-

ture

[special bulletin.]
A severe storm has developed in the northwill
west, which
probably move over the lake
region, attended by severe gales during Satur-

In the lower lake region and during Saturday night on the Middle and East Atlantio
Rain has prevailed, except in New Encoast.
gland, and rain and snow are reported from the
northwest. The temperature has risen about
10 degrees in tba Missis ippi Valley and Lake
region, and fallen siightly on the Atlantio
coast.
Northwesterly winds prevail in New
England and the southwest.
The indications aro that rain and |snow will
prevail in New England during Saturday night
and Sunday, with warmer east to south winds
Indications for the Middle and South Atlantic
States, and that cloudy weather and rain will
prevail during Saturday followed by clearing
weather on Sunday. Frosts will occur in the
northern portion of the Quid States during
day.

Saturday night.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Suicide or Murder.

Lewiston, Nov. 11—Abner Weeks of Lewiston, |forty-five years of ago was found
dead in his barn this morning, shot in the
stomach. It is a supposed case of suicide, bn'
some circumstances causing doubt, an inquest
is being held.
Death of Dr. Bradley.
Fbyeburu, Nov. 11.—Doctor Israel Bailey
Bradley, one of our most widely known and
esteemed citizens, and learned and scientific
physicians in Maine, died at his residence this
eventag from the effects of paralysis, received
eight months since. He was graduated at the
University of Pensylvania, but had for many
years relinquished active practice on account
of extensive real estate interests all through
Maine, which required constant supervision.
He leaves a wife aud daughter, and a large
circle of friends to mourn his loss.

MARINE NEWS.

remedy the trouble.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Official Visit.
Poetsmouth. N. H., Nov. 11.—Secretary of
the Navy Hunt visited the Navy Yard officially at noon to-day, receiving the customary
honors. He was accompanied by his wife.
two
with
and
friends,
The Secretary
Commodore Beaumont and other officers attached to the yard, thoroughly inspected the
various departments.
An

MASSACHUSETTS.
Peter Cooper in Boston.
Boston, Nov. 11.—The venerable Peter
Cooper was a visitor at the Institute Fair this
afteruoor.
Kerosene Accident.
Mrs. Bartholomew Colter, living in Cambridge, attempted to light a fire with kerosene,
and was burned so badly it is thought she will
die. She had an infant in her arms which was
also probably fatally burned,

YORK.

The Business Outlook.
New Yoke, Nov. 11.—Dan Wiman & Co.,
report business failures throughout the country
the last seven days to foot up 147 as against
129 last week, an unusually large number. The
Eastern states had 113, a decrease of 4.
Hill, Mojnau & Co., of New York owe S800-,
000 or more, and have given preferences to the
amount of S174.000. Assets unknown.
Defence of the Bible Society.
Rev. Dr. Alexander McLean, one of tho
secretaries of the American Bible Society,
publishes to-day a general denial of the
charges brought against the American Society
by tue committee of the Connecticut Bible
Society. McLean says that it is not true that
theAmericanSociety people have been guilty of
financial mismanagement or dishonesty as has
been hinted at. There was no attempt to conceal anything from the Connecticut committee
of assets to
as alleged and no understatement
the extent of a half million as report^).
Robbrr Genet at Liberty.
[lurry

vjouct

uaviu^

ocmcu

uio iciiu

ui

aua

prisonmeut was released this morning and
escorted home by a large number of friends.
He claims that he was innocent of crime.
The Mutual Unto.? Telegraph Company.
The Mutual Union Telegraph Company will
be formally opened for business next Monday.
On that day the company will be ready to receive messages to the principal cities in the
union, north of a line between Washington
and St. Louis. About 300 offices, exclusive of
these on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, with
which tbiB company has a contract, will be
open.
The company has made a contract with the
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company for he nee
of its telegraph system and with the Brooklyn
bridge tru-tees for the cable of ten wiresjupon
the bridge.
It is asserted that they will take business at
ten per cent, under Western Uuion rates.
Surrogate Rollins.
District Attorney Rollins declined to-day to
serve as one of the counsel in the prosecution
of Guiteau on account of bis having been
elected surrogate of this county.
Wall Street Oossip.
Nbw Yoke, Nov. 11.—Wall street reports
state that a rumor is current that the Vanderbilt lines, which ad' an :• d their fre ght rates
from Chicago east last Monday, are taking
busiuess at a reduction, and lower rates will be
made as soon as the busiuess pressure is over.
There is no difficulty in obtaining cars at Chicago.
It is understood tiiat officers of the Union
Pacific and Pacific Mail Companies were in
conference yesterday upon the subject of a new
contract.
The advance in Burlington and Quincy and
Illinois Central has been caused by covering
aborts.
Secretary Folge ris expected to issue a call
for continued sixes oarly next week. The report that money was sharp at.six per cent, yesterday brought heavy offerings from banks and
trust

companies.

The Rome Watertown and Ogdensburg Company is considering the subject of bridging the
Niagara Riyer near Lewiston. It proposes to
connect with the Great Western by a branch
eight miles long.
A good demand is reported for old Mexican
bonds. Tweuty-five dollars was bid yesterday
There
for the Corliss & Woodhouse issues.
is said to be a fair chance for the bonds being
refund*!, as .American railroad companies
are anxious to maiutain Mexican credit for the
protection of their own concessions. The foreign demand yesterday wis light, although
money was easy in Paris and Loudon.
The banks report an uunsual demand for
small bills. A growing disposition to increase
circulation is manifested.
A Boston operator is said to bo short of Cincinnati, Sandusky and Cleveland
it is reported mat me jncw xors jMevaieu
Com pan v will bring gait against the Metropolitan Company on the ground that the former is
eutiiied to one-hall of the Metropolitan structure between Fifty-third and Eight-first streets
It is claimed that the bonds yielded $200,000
per mile more than the cost of the road, and
that the New York Company is entitled to half
this amount._
Chinese Muscular Christianity.
Cincinnati, Not. 11.—At Lane Theological
8-mmary, on Walnut Hill, once presided over
by Beecher's father, and in which Beecher
several young
was a student, there are now
Chinamen studying theology with a view to
missionaries.
as
Christian
back
to
China
going
On Mount Auburn, just on the brow of the
hill overlooking the city, is the mansion of a
rich man and a noted benefactor of the Chinees students.
Lest night Hine Cin and Chin
Hiug were walking from this gentleman’s
house to the city, to take a car for Walnut
Hill, when, at a tarn in the steep winding
street, four men rushed on them, and, without
a word, oue of the roughs knocked Hine Kin
sprawling into the street. Chin Hing stood np
to the remaining three, put them to flight, parsued a short distance, and then returned to see
There he found
how his companion fared.
Hine Kin holding bis assailant and delivering
him in broken English, a lecture on the immorality of assaulting peaceable Chinamen.
Just then their benefactor, who was absent
during their visit at his house came driving up
the hill in his carriage. The rough was today
fined $50 and costs.

Non-Political Corruption.
Ngwkmc, N. J., Nov. 11.—Wm. Hawkins

and Richard Hixon,

members of the firm of

Carter, Hawkins & Sloan, manufacturing jewelers, which dissolved some time ago, have
been indicted for conspiracy to defraud the
oompauy of a large amount of property. They

plead not guilty. Richard Hawkins and Wm.
Hawkins also plead not guilty to au indictment
for stealing the property of the firm.
There is nothing new in the bank matter today. The Mu ual B,-nefit Insurance Company
directors declare their affairs in a sound and
prosperous condition.

Capt. Kidd's Exploits.
St. Louis N v ll.—Capt. J. K. Kidd, postat Kuldridge,
was arrested
to-day

master

charged with
pensions.

collecting illegal

The Great Saving by Secretary Wlndom’a
Plans Over Measures Proposed by
Congress.
Washington, Nov. 11.—Mr. Windom’s refunding operations havo now been entirely
completed, the few remaining suspended cases
having been disposed of. The total of the
bonds continued at 3.V per cent, is $579,500,050
and the total cost to the government was about
$10,000, of which nearly $0,000 was for papor
and printing the bonds, and for all other expenses, Including the cost of making the exchanges of about $15,000,000 of the bonds in
London, $4,499,08. This make9 the expenses of
continuing each million dollars of bonds about
917.82. Mr. Windorn says that his refunding
operations result in a much greater saving to
the government than would have been effected
by tho refunding measures of the last ConThe bill
reasons:
gress, for the following
one-quarter of
passed by Cougross appropriated
of
for
refunding, which
1 per cent,
expenses
would have amounted to gl,418,900, as against
less chan $10,000 by his plan. As a part of the
refunding measures of Congress, and in order
to induce tho banks to accept a 3 per cent,
bond, a bill passed the Senate unanimously repealing the tax on bank deposits, which would
have reduced the aunual revenues of the government $0,569,486, as shown by the receipts
of 1880. The House committee on ways aud
means of the last Congress, for like reasons,
reported favorably a bill repealing the tax on
bank deposits, and also tho two-cent stamp tax
on bank checks, drafts, and orders, amounting
This
to
in the
$8,676,099.
aggregate
sum added to the one-quarter of 1 per cent,
for expenses of the 3 per cent, refunding
The differmeasure amounts to $10,125,599.
ence between a 3^ and a 3 per cent, bond on
is $2,897,refunded
bonds
of
amount
the entire
800 per annum, which, deducted from the total
of $10,125,599 as above stated,shows an advanof
tage to the Government for the first year
$7,227,799 by Secretary Windom's operations
over the refunding measure proposed oy the
last Congress. Aud as it was proposed by the
House Committee of Ways and Means to reduce the anuual revenues derived from banks
$8,076,699 in order to induce the banks to take
a 3 per cent, bond, the 3J per cent, plan of Secretary Windom shows a permanent advantage
of $5,777,899 per annum to the Government
over the measure proposed by the Ways and
Means Committee of the last House of Representatives. Another advantage of his measure over that proposed by Congress is that the
loan is payable at the discretion of the Govtime
ernment, aud hence may be paid at any
that the Government has funds, whether it be

case.

not inform him of the

Cook says you did

adjournment of the Grand Jury.

I never said that I had informed Cook, answered the district attorney. He was not in
the city. I was never consulted about these
there
cases; I could not possibly have known
were any cases which the statute of limitation
of
the
would bar because I did not know any
facts about any case. It certainly was Col.
Cook’s place, if he knew there was f, case of
that kind, to have notified me.
Is it not an unusual thing to adjourn a grand

inis

fees for issuin g

UllUg
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aujuui
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The district attorney then reiterated his
statement that the attorney-genoral knew of
the adjournment of the grand jury, and said
he thought his uncontradicted official statement in presence of the court and council
plac'd the responsibility, if there was any,
where it properly belonged.

WASHINGTON.
1

1

Auditor’s Ela’s Report.
Washington, Nov. 11.—J. H. Ela, Auditor
of the Treasury for the Post Office Department, has completed his annual report to the
Secretary of the Treasury for the fiscal year
This report is devoted
ended June 30th.
mainly to the account of the clerical operations and needs of his office, a detailed report
concerning expenditures and receipts of postal
service, having been furnished to the Post-

master General and published the 10th ult.
The Nickel.
The question of resuming the coinage of the
5 oent nickel piece is being considered at the
Treasury, the supply being about exhausted.
It is thought that an order for resumption of
the coinage will be issued in a few days.
Naval Promotions.
Capt. F. M. Ramsey has been ordered to
Naval
assume the superintendency of the
Academy on the 15th inst. Rear Admiral C.
R. P. Rodgers will be detached as superintendent of the Naval Academy the 14th inst., and
placed on the retired list from that date.
In consequence of the retirement of Rear
Admiral Rodgers, several
promotions will
shortly be announced including Commodore
Rear
to
be
G. Cooper
Admiral, Capt. Oscar C.
Rodger to be Commodore, and Commander R.
h. Phythian to be captain.
Inspection of Steam Vessels.
The annual report of the Supervising Inspector General of steam vessels was to-day
submitted to the Secretary of the Treasury.
Total number of vessels inspected is 4,779,
tonnage of vessels inspected 120,400,310, number of officers licensed 17,798; showing an increase over the preceding) year as follows:
Increase in number of vessels 243; increase in
iucrease in number of
tonnage 8,219,505;
licensed officers 1,137; total number of accivessels
dents to steam
during the year resulting in the loss of life 37; total number of lives
lost by accidents from various causes during
the year 268. The report recommends that
the term “Board of supervising inspectors” be
stricken from the law, and that the services
_-•_1_*1,

and instead thereof that the Secretary of the
Treasury be empowered to convene a mixed
committee composed of supervising local and
assistant inspectors to meet at such place as he
may determine, upon to examine and report to
him upon the efficiency of any device to be
used upon steam vessels which requires his approval, to determine which he may need,
technical or expert assistance, many of the
local and assistant inspectors liaviug expert
knowledge of which department would glaaly
avail itself were there authority in the law
for so doing. It suggests the advisibility of
appointing supervising local and assistant inspectors by the Secretary of the Treasury up-

the Times pointing out that an old heredifor a
tary estate rents have not been revised
number of years and if the subcommissioners
cent,
like
25
rents
per
reduce these
anything
the cry of confiscation will be rightly raised,
and Gladstone’s declaration in the Commons
relative to compensation will come to the
front with irresistible force.
A Liberal member of Parliament who loyalit is as
ly supported the land bill writes that waste
unjust that rent be lowered because of
as
that
the
tenant
of
on
and improvidence
part
it be raised on his improvements. If rent is to
of increasing age and
be reduced because
feebleness of the teuant the landlord should be
the
government.
compensated by
F. H. O’Donnell, Home Rule member of
Parliament, for Dnugara, also writes to the
Times pointing out that in the Castle Olancy
and Enright cases the reductions of rents have
already been appealed against, and that landlords acting unitedly are accurnulating a rnagnificant case for appeal to Parliament for com-

the nomination in the cass of immediate
superior officer of each grade thereby properly
holding each superior officer responsible for
immediate
his
efficiency of
general
subordinate, also giving the superior officer in
each case the power to suspend any subordinate and pending an investigation of charges
involving incompetency, neglect of duty or
misbehavior.

pensation.

The Times says: Yesterday’s Cabinet council is not the first of a series in which weighty
controverted questions of policy will have to
It is understood
be debated and determined.
that the Cabinet will not be convened again
an
unless
unexpected
for some time to come
exigency presents itself. We may, therefore
infer that the attitude of the government upremains unmoved and
on the Irish question
immovable. Mr. Forster will return to Ireland
with no restraint upon the executive authority.
The News, in a leading article, says: Mr.
Gladstone’s warning to recalcitrant tenants at
on Wednesday
the Lord Mayor’s banquet
night did not need a Cabinet council to give it
effect, and there is no reason to believe that
Ireland occupied any unusual share of the
The ministers will
Cabinet’s timo yesterday.
return to the country in no expectation of a
speedy recall to London.
Reports from all parts of County Cork disolose the most extraordinary eagerness on the
part cf farmers to go before the Land court,
Iu some districts large sums of money ere being subscribed toward the formation of a
mutual protection fund.
Mr. Gladstone’s Speech at Guildhall.
Mr. Gladstone, in his speech at Guildhall
last night, declered that the law would be enforced with firmness and decision in Ireland.
Its enforcement has been entrusted to those
agents, who, whe'her constabulary on military force, iiave already earned a title to the
gratitude of their countrymen by the courage
and exemplary patience with which they have
performed their difficult duties.
The Times this morning says: “This em-

warning to
those
being tempted, yield even
We underno-rent
policy
temporarily
stand that, the practical difficulty of engaging
in a couflict with the
large body of Irish
tenantry will be met, if occasion arise, by
in which rethe
counties
one
one
by
taking
sistance to rent may be organized and by using
phatic

statement
tenants who,
to the

FOREIGN.

Sympathy.

ECHOES OF THE VIRGINIA
BATTLE.
The Mayor of Norfolk Under Arrest.
the
Norfolk, Nov. 11.—Before election
council committee on public buildings caused
to be erected at each voting place a barricade
of planks to cause voters to pass in single file
Afterwards Mayor Lamb,
to the ballot box.
structures to be
caused these
as alleged,
the
addition of one or more
by
heightened
planks. Thursday City Sergeant Dalion had
the mayor arrested on a charge of violating a
city ordinance concerning elections, the
second section of which reads as follows:
•‘No person or persons except the said committee on public building shall assume to do or
to perform any act in this ordinance required
to be done by said committee under a penalty
of $100 for each offence.” Dalton arrested cne
of the mayor’s policemen on Wednesday night
for alleged disorderly conduct.The mayor thereupon had Dalton arrested ou charge of interfering with an officer in tbe discharge of his duty.
The arrested
Dalton was afterwards bailed.
policeman will appear before the corporation
court judge on Monday next on a habeas coralso come up Monday.
pus. Dalton's case will
Beaten

Death.

Louisville, Nov. 11.—Lon Norris, a prostitute, died at tbe city hospital Wednesday,
The doctors suspected foul
very suddenly.
play and attempted to hold a post mortem, but
who drove
weie prevented by thirty women,

a

London, Nov. 11—It is understood that the
American legation will take an early opportunity to thank the government for the salute
to the American flag when it was carried in
the lord mayor’s procegsion on Wednesday.
The legation has received letters from Mrs.
Garfield to the Queen, Mr. Gladstone, Mr.
Thomas Hughes and Minister Lowell, thanking them for their expressions of sympathy on
the occasion of the death of President Garfield.
Foreign Notes.
Mr. Gladstone, replying to a letter from the
secretary of the Protestant Educational Institute, says that the government has sent no
mission to the Vatican.
Lefrov’s solicitor is preparing a memorial to
Sir William Vernon Harcourt, asking for a
respite for the prisoner on the ground that bi3
father and grandfather died insane and that
he himself was insane when he committed the
murder of Mr. Gold.
At a special meeting at Limerick, Ireland,
yesterday, the corporation passed a resolution
to confer the freedom of the city upon Mr.
Dillon. Of the forty members of the council
only eighteen attended the meeting. No Conservatives were present.
Sir Samuel Wilson (Conservative), the purchaser of Lord Beaconsfield’s house at Hughenden, has consented to enter the contest for
Parliament for Londonderry in place of Hugh
Law, appointed Lord Chancellor of Ireland.
He is an’Ulster Presbyterian, and lately a distinguished member of the legislature of Victoria.
A dispatch from Berlin says the Socialist
Liebknecht has been elected for the Reichstag

iucujocmco.

to

as

Dissatisfaction is shown in consequence of the
long delay. Several native newspapers have
been suspended for adverse criticisms.
Favored Sons of Fortune.
San Francisco, Nov. 11.—The British flying squadrou, bringing ftwo English princes,
Wales, has arrived at
sons of the Prince of
Yokohama. Festivities in their honor will extend to seven days.
American Acknowledgments of English

Wayne MacVeaga'a Relations with the
President.
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.—Attorney General
MacVeagh has returned from New York where
he visited President Arthur, and he states that
the relations between them have always been,
aud now are of the kindest possible character
As to the misrepresentation of his position in
the star route case he felt equally cheerful.
He said he only knew oue safe rule in politics
as in other things,—to do what you thought
right and let the consequences take care of
themselves,—and intelligent people formed
their opinion of a man not what happened to
be published about him but by the general
tenor of his life and character.
Jre ended the conversation by saying that no
proposition has ever been clearer to him thaii
that his own usefulness either as a member of
the Cabinet or as representing the government in the Star route cases was absolutely
ended by the death of President Garfield. Any
subsequent supervision of these cases to him
was
inevitably calculated in his opinion to give
the erroneous impression that they were still
being conducted by the past administration
rather than the present, and such an impression he thought would be very injurious in-

_______——

serve

Getting Ready to be Free.
Yokohama, Nov. 11.—A proclamation is issued, notifying the establishment of a constitution with a representative assembly in 1890.

ON THE BEST OF TERMS.

lUO CHOCS

mav

for the enforcement of law the whole power of
the executive. Landlords, if assured that the
government ’will strenuously support their
legal rights now that the last semblance of injustice is removed, may be called upon ii certain districts to postpone their demand until
recalcitrant tenants are teduced to submission
It is plain that thus the law can
elsewhere.
Those who have,
be effectually vindicated.
time to reflect will probably profit by the exemnlary punishment of their fellows.’’
The total number of applications to the land
court now exceeds 25 000.

on
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London,Nov. 11. -LordiPartarlington writes

Col. Cook says, I believe, continued Corkhill, he did not know that he was ignorant of

•

or a uuuurou

to

means; I frequently adjour the graud
jury when business will justify. It. is no uuUsual

year

THE IRISH AGITATION.

jury?
By no

Into Port for Repairs.
Gloucester, Nov. 11.—The schooner Isaac
Rich, Portland for St. Kitts, finding pumps
choked, put into Per tsmouth this morning to

NEW

Prosecution

flnnfiervativn.

...

Socialist Bebel has been defeated
He is also
as well as at Leipzig.
at

The

at Dresden
a candidate

Hamburg.

Another Earthquake at Chios.
Vienna, Nov. 11.—There has been a seriou5
earthquake at Chios and the village is sinking
into the earth. The inhabitants have fled.
Pensioning a President.
i
Port au Prince, Oct. 20.—'The Haytien
chambers have voted to reward President Solfor his satisfactory administration by
omon
country
giving him £50,000 in cash, a city or medal
of
to his choice, and a
estate

according

•

honor._
THE DOMINION.

The coroner aud pothem from the hospital.
licemen ejected the women and held a post
mortem, which developed the fact that she
had been beaten to death. There is no clue to
the murder.

Acquitted of Bribe Taking.
Bloomington, 111., Nov. 11.—The trial of
Gen. Ira J. Bloomfield, ex-trustee of the Soldiers’ Orphan's Home, who was indicted recently on a charge of accepting a bribe, ended
in his acquittal. The jury was out ton min-

Jackson’s Queer Perjury to Get Married.
Burlington, la., Nov. 11.—John W. Jacksou was to-day sentenced to 2 years' imprisonJackson bement at hard labor for perjury.
of age,
came enamored of a girl 15 years
named Mary E Carter, and in July induced

_

_

Bum Did It.

Aurora, Ind., Nov. 11—A terrifflc explo-

sion which shook tbe foundations of the town,
blowing up of a
occu. red at midnight by the
still in Gill’s distillery. Tbe building took
firo and 100 feet of its east end were destroyed.
Wm. Fowler, sleeping in the building, was
killed. The loss is $40,000.

Disastrous Hallway Accident.
St. Joseph, Nov. 11—By a collision of two
freight trams ou the Hauuibal road last night
two engines and eighteen freight cars were
was
D. English, a brakemau,
smashed.
killed, and Conductor Newhall and a few others

injured.

be married. Iu
her to run away from home to
order to obtain a marriage license Jackson
of paper, put
wrote the figures 18 on two slips
that she was
them iu her shoes and then swore
and they
issued
was
The license
over 18.
Jackson was arrested a few
were married.
hours afterwards.

weio

damage.

Chicago.-Wheat--

--Corn-. --Oats-.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
May.

130%
9.37..
131%
9.62..
130%
10.31..
131%
11.32..
131%
12.31..
131%
1.03..
Call.... 130% 131%
December OUs, 9.37
44%c; call 44%

69%
69%
69%
69%
69%

Dec.

Time. Nov.

1

At oue o’clock this morning the operator in
the office at the station called the operator at
St. John and telegraphed: “Flames are coming
down on me and I must go.”
A few minutes afterward the circuit was
discovered open, and it is presumable that the
station building is gone.
At three the operator iu the general office
said: “The upper half of the town is gone
and part of the lower. The flames are all
around mo and it is getting too hot to stay any
longer, end I expect the office to catch at any
moment. The Free Baptist church is burned
and the registry office is in flames. Efforts are
being made to save the hotel, but it is in great
danger. If the hotel goes it will be difficult to
save the town.”
These are the latest particulars that reached
St. John, and at 4 o’clock this morning the
wires were flown.
A later dispatch says that a second fire
I...,.!...
I.. vVrwisfnfik a mile to
the windward of the first fire, and was thought to prove
that iuceudiaries were at work.
Upwards of forty dwellings and stores, also
the Free Baptist aud old aud new Episcopal
churches are burned. The loss is $80,000;
_

00%
00%

a

051/4
05%
66%
60% 06%
60% 66%
60% 66%
60% 06%
m at 44%c: 12.31 p

48%
48%

00%

43%

43%
44
m

at

c.__

Dry Goode Wholesale Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle stieet:
Fine
Fine
Fine

Light

Fine

8-4.18*22
9-4.22*28
Fino 10-4
27 Vs (* 3 2 Vs

36 In. B
40 in. 7%

$50,000.
Later and Fuller account.

Fine 6-4.
Flue 7-4.19
Fine 8-4.21
fine 9-4.25
Fine 10-4

Tickings,
Best.15
Medium... 11

!g26

#30

Cambrics. oCw 5Ys
Light. 8
Denims.12ya@18M, Silesias.10® 30

Cotton Flannels. 7 d 15
Ducks-Brown 0 @12
Fancy 12 Va @ 1 fjV. Twine & Warpa 18@28Yi
Hatting

—

.....

Good. 8'A@irM,

•*

Frcih Beef Market.

Fores

6% @7

Backs B%@7%
RumpsS @11

Rump Loins

Owing to the

bad

Rattl*8
Rounds 6@7
Loins 10@18
9® 16

weather of the past ten days;the

demand has been light, but prices
the market is a trifle higher.

steady

are

and

Receipt* of IttaiMC Central*
Portland, Nov. 11.
For Portland, cars 32 miscellaneous raerchandiselor connecting roads 98 oars miscellaneous n;er,
ciandise
_

determined and well-directed effort. The
to
a very large area was entirely due
the streauous efforts of our company and its
The tire swept Main street from the
captain.
most

residence ol JTuui nays

to

m©

nan ior

town

10 rods on each side muffing down to a point
at the river and ending with the residence ol
J. T. Allan. The following are some of the
buildings burned: Store occupied by M. Shaw
and two tenants, the Misses Dibbles’ house
lower registry office, lock-up, James McDonald's house, store and tenement, J T. Kerr’s
house and store, Rev. Thomas Neel’s Free
Baptist church, Dr. Bullock’s residence, old
and new
Episcopal churches and Sabbath
school rooms adjoiuing Mrs. Day’s house, Miss
Mcludoes’ store, D. A. Monroe’s store, Wm.
Thos. Dent’s
(ilia) trier’s house and store,
building, Charles Seger’s store, Jas. Carr’s
Blake's
Mrs.
boarding house, Jas.
tenement,
Jones’ residence, Dr. Smith's tenement and
residence, Mrs. James Miller.s residence. Several accidents occurred but no lives were lost.
Land Swindler Sentenced.
St. Louis, Nov. 11.—The jury in the case of
John Brady, Jr., tried on a charge of false
acknowledgement of deeds to land, returned a
verdict of guilty and he was sentenced to seven years in the penitentiary.
Brady is one of
the men concerned in the great land swindle
which was unearthed in the laud office of Ironton, Mo., last spriug and in which several othsome of whom
er persons were implicated,

pleaded guilty.

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
York, Nov. 11—Evening. Money loaned

New York

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Tuesday.
The Grange building in Woodstock, Vt.,
opposite the railroad station, was burned yesterday. It was owned by C. C. Buck. The
loss is $3,000. Insured $2,500. C. E. Woodruff, merchant, loses $3,000; insured for $2,000;
H. M. Hoodly, proprietor Woodstock bakery,
lnat. 1R1 900* invHir-inpft. SfiOft.

New
down from 6 to 2 on call and closed offered at 1;
prime merantiie paper at 6@7. Exchange is strong
Governments
at 481 tor long and 485 for short.
are firm and %®% higher except ext 6s, which are
unchanged. State bonds dull and generally nominal.
Railroad bonds irregular on a moderate volume of
* business.
t he transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 360.600 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex .101 %
United States 5*s ext.
.102%
United States new, 4%’s, reg.112%
United States new, 4% *8 coup.113%
United States new, 4’s, reg.117%
United States new, 4’s, coup.117%

Felix Munshour, for the murder of his cousin, James F.. Wenzel, near Emmettsburg on tb*
5th of AnguEt, 1879, was hanged at noon yesterday in the jail yard at Frederic, Maryland.
Mail agent Madden is under arrest at Des
Moines, charged with stealing over 800 letters.
Wm. E. Cochran of New York, a medical
student, is reported missing with §2,000 worth
of bonds belonging to a eelative.
An Omaha dispatch savs a man captured at
Grand Island, Neb., and believed to be Edward Maxwell, oth°rw'se Williams, has been
identified as tne person who murdered Sheriff
Coleman. G ivernor Vance has been asked for
requisition papers.
Henry H. Babcock, president of the Chicago
Academy of Sciences, is dead, aged 07. He
was a native of Hertford, Vt.
Mrs. Justin Childs of West Randolph, Vt.,
an aged lady, fell down stairs Thursday and
received such injuries that she died in a few
minutes.
The Northern Belle has declared dividend 50
and extra dividend 25.
Alden S. Loud died at his residence at Ah'
ington, Mass., last evening, aged 71. He was
one of the most widely known men in southeastern Massachusetts.
Joe Harris, colored convict, who murdered
young Langton, was huug at Greensboro, Ga.,

yesterday.

Fayetteville, W. Va., Henry Jenkins
hanged yesterday, for the murder of Win-

At

field Saunders.
The call for an Irish national convention in
Chicago ITov. 30tn and Dec. 1st aud 2d, 1881,
has been issued by Patrick Ford, P. A. Collins
and John Boyle O’Reilly, on behalf of the
American Irish, and by T. P. O'Connor, M.
P., T. M. Healey M. P., and Rev. Eugene
Shoeliy, as representatives from Irelaud,

FINANCIAL AN® COMMERCIAL
PorllaSi) Daily

Market.
PORTLAND, Nov, 11.
to-day's quotations of Flour,
lVhol«>mle

Tfco following aro
Grain, Provisions, fto.
Fionr.

Pacific 6’sof 96.130
The following are theclbsing quotations of stocks:
134
Chicago & Alton....
Chicago & Alton preferred. 143

C. B. Quincy.143
Erie. 46%
Erie preferred. 92%
Illinois Central.136 %
Lake Shore.121%
Michigan Central. 94%
New Jersey Central. 96%

Northwestern.128%
Northwestern preferred.. 142%
New York Central.139%
Rock Island .136
Milwaukee & St. Paul.109%
St. Paul preferred .123%
Union Pacific stock.121
Western Union Tel. Co. 87
California

$nper2no.-6 75S6

25
5£xtra Spring. .6 5’><86 75
XX Spring.... 7 25® 7 75

H.

M. Corn,

car lots
80
55
Oats,
Sacked Bran..
24 00
Patent Spring
Mids..
Wheats.8 50@9 25
27 00
Cotton Seed,car lot 84 00
Michigan Winter b»gfc.7 75@8 00}
bag lots 35 ©0
83
Common
Corn,bag lots..
80
Michigan.... 7 00@7 25 f Meal,
67
9>. Louis WinOats,
7 50@7 751 Bran,
ter fair
26 00
Winter good..7 7688 00 Mids,
30 00
"
8 25@8 501 Bye,
Winter nest
130
Prod nee.
Provision*.
Mess Boef .11 00® 11 60
15® 17
Turkeys..
ExMe3S..12 26®12 60
Spring Chickens 14® 16
Plate.14 0()®14 25
1.4 gl 6
Fowl.
Ex Plate..14 50@14 76
26®27
Eggs.
O ’u >ns,p bbl. 3 00®3 25 Freeh Beef,
00800
crate
HindQnr...
6@10o
ForeQur.... 5Vi@7
Grnberries, P bbl
Maine
7 00(88 00J Pork—
CapeCod,9 00® 1100 Backs.. ..22 25@22 60
.21 25®21 60
Rmnd Cogs.... 8.n/9
Clear
Moss.19 60@20 00
?iiigar.
Granulated.10 Vs Bam".12@12Vi
Extra 0.*9%
bar*
..
..

..

...

Frui*

rnL',pft....l2Vi®12Vi

Raisins310@3 40 rteroee, ft p. 12@ 12 Vs
London T^ayers3 20.83 30 i aU.12Vi®13V4
Braas.
Valencia'* 10Vj@«1
Turkish Prunes.7@7Vac Pea..3 60®3 76
Medinma.3
60®3 75
i)range$
Palermo* pbx-5 h0®6 00 Fellow Eye-.. 2 50®2 62
00
M
uieer.
Messina,pbox.O 00®0
Valencia pease..
Creamery.28®30
Ex large case $00 00®00 Hilt EdgeVermont28®80
Muse'tl

Lemons.

Choice

22@25

Messina.0 00®0 00 Good.18® 20
PAiermos.4 50®5 00 Store.16@18

Malaga.4 00®5

00

Oheeas,

Maine.12V4S
Fermimt_12VaS
Wilmingfcon.l 0O@2 00 S F Faetory.12 W3
Virginia.... 1 75®2 00 Skims. 7V4J

Peanuts—

Tennessee... 1

Gastana, p !b.
Walnuts
Filberts

Pecan

45® 1

75

r @1 Oc

Apple*.

Per bbl.2

6<<(c

12V4@14c Cooking.1 263
12

"

Minins Stocks.

(By Telegranh.)

San Francisco. Nov. 11 —1The following
elosine auotations of Mining stocks to-day:

are

the

11%
6%
2%
C%
3%
9%
7%
Ophir.
Sierra Nevada. 14%
Union Con.
13%
17%
Eureka
Northern B*Ue.13%
Savage. 3%
Yellow Jacket .... 6%
Bodie.,.
Con. Virginia.
Gould & Carry.
Hale*& Norcross.
Mexican.

Cvloucenter Fi*h Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING NOV. 10.
quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots,
and jobbing lots command an advance on our figOur

ures.

Georges Codfish—Sales at $6 p qtl for large and
$4% for medium: Bank $4% @8* for large and
$4^$4% for medium; dry cured Bank at $4 p qtl
for large and $3% for medium. Shore Codfish,
pickled cured. $5% for large and S4 for medium.
Bay trawl §4%®$5 for large; N. S. Shore $5%.
Newfoundland $6%.
We quote Cusk at $3% ®$4, Haddock $3: Hake
at $2%®$2% p qtl.; Pollock at«2%@$2%; Eng-

lish do $3.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3®5c p lb for
Hake and Cusk to 6%@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10% c p lb. Smoked Salmon 18c; Scaled
Herring 21c p box: No 1 at 16c: tucks 14c. Bloaters 80c p hundred.
Mackerel—Considerable sales out of pickle $9%®
@$10; we quote inspected at SI8 p bbl for Is, S8
®$10 for plain and extra 2s, SB'S$6% for 3s.

®14c Ev.tporated.14

12Va®13c

Western..,.6Vk®7
Eastern.6Vi®

Dried

do

uunmu

loiouu

nwu

<ir

v

»

/a

Is, 2s and 3s; Nova Scotia large 3s, $7.
Herring—we quote new round Shore $4%®$4%
^ bbl: Bay Fundy large gibbed *3ya:small $2%.
Fresh Halibut—None on the market; last sales at
16c & lb.
Trout $14
bbl; Swordfish at $fi@7; Codfish "at
$5, Haddock at $3ya, Halibut Heads $3%, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4ya, Tongues
$6, Tongues and Sounds at $10: Alewives at $3@
$3%; Halifax Salmon $20 for No Is; $18 for s;
California do at $15.
Pure Medicine Oil at $1 ^ gal, crude do at 50c;
Blackfish Oil 50c; Cod do 3o@36e; Shore do at 35c;
Porgi© <lo 30c.
Porgie scrap, $12 ^ ton; Fish do $8 to $10; Liver
do $9%; Livers 30@35c
bucket.
Domestic markets.
(Br Talegraob.)
Naw York. Nov. 11-Evening.—Flour market
onened rather firmer and closed quiet without do
cided change in prices with a very moderate export
and home trade demand
Receipts of Flour 26,581 bbls: exports 8046 bbls;
sales 17,900 bbls; No 2 at 3 25 a.4 50; Superfine
Western and State 4 29®6 25;common1'to good ext.
Western and State 6 00®}6 75; good to choice Wes
ter*' extra at 6 80®9 00; common to choiee White
Wheat Western extira 7 25.®} 8 25;fancy do at 8 30
i®9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 30®8 25;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 6 25® 9 TO:
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 80®7 25; choice o
double extra at 8 60® 9 00, including 30r'0 bb 8
City Mill extra at 7 >0®7 10 for W I; 1600 bbis
No 2 at 3 26@4 50; ‘.)00* bbls Superfine at 4 20®
(S6 26; 1300 bbls low extra 6 00®5 30; 4600 bbls
Winter Wheat extr* 5 30®9 00; 6100 bbls Minnesota extra at at 6 00®9 0?>: Southern flour steady
and quiet, common to fair extra at 6 90®6 90; good
to choice do 7 00^8 PO.
Wheat—receipts 215,800 bush oxportp 262,082 bush; %@1% higher,
closing strong* with fair export demand and active
trade on speculative account: sales 2,126,ooo bush.
Inc lading 254.‘Kb) bush on the spot: No 2 Spring at
1 38<®}1 40: ungraded Red at 1 21@1 41 Va; No 3 do
at 1 37%@l 37% No 2 do at 1 42®1 43; No 1 do
1 44%; steamer No 2 Red l 39; Mixed Winter at
1 37%<®}1 38, ungraded White at 1 36@1 42; No l
do, 19.(500 bush at 1 40@1 40%. Rye is dull and
weak: auotedat 1 0O®}l 03%. Toro %(®% higher, closing strong and moderate trade reported, receipts 329,000 bush, exports 42,103 bush; sales 1,34<»,000 bush, including 23C,0fK» on the spot; ungraded at 61@69%c; No 3 at 66®65%c; No 2 at
68«|69c; Yellow 72c;No 2 for November 68@6*-’%,
closing at 68%c; do December at 69%@70c, closing at 70c bid do January at 71 % a 72c, closing at
72c bide. Onid shade higher ami moderately active;receipts 24.460 bush; sales 389,000 bush; No 3
ati46%@47c; ao White at 49@60c: No 2 do 47%
®49c; do White at 51%®6iyac;No l at 48c.White
do 64c; Mixed'Western 4o®48%c; White do at 60

@64c; White State 62@b4yac, including 80,000

• •mm.

hakriauen.
In this city, Nov. 8, by Rev. C. A. Dickinson,
Michael M. Sullivan and Miss Maggie Heruey, both
Portland.
In Bath, Oct. 31, Charles Webster and Miss Georgia E. Armstrong.
In Bothel, Nov. 2, Chas. L. Davis and Miss Nellie

bush No 2 for December at 48%@49c: 16,000 do
January at 60%® 60yac; 35,000 do May at 52%c.
Nacar firm and in better demand; fair tp good refining quoted 8yg@8% ;refined firmer and unchanged; white t'.xCat 88/s®8% c; Yellow do 7%@8V4;
Confectioners A 9%; powderod loysc. *?o I
unchanged; New Orleans new cron at 65®74c. Peiroiruiu

uuu nuu

uuuuuai;um<eu

at

00-/40.

rm-

low dull and easier; sales 106,000 lbs 7% '5)7 1316, closing 7%@7 11-16. Pork higher and more
active, closing steady; sales 4' 0 bbls new mes9 on
spot at 17 6(Xgl7 87%, closing I7 75<®18<»0; do
November and December at 17 40@17 60; January
at 18 25@18 60. I.arcf 7%@10c higher and fairly
active, closing strong, sales 760 prime steam on the
spot 11 36@ll 37%; 176 city steam 11 2f@ll 30;
refined for Continent quotea at 11 60. Butter is
therne is
dull and unchanged, Western 14@30c.
dull and weak.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Wbe*t p steam 4%

CHICAGO. Nov. 11.—Flour steady and unchanged.
active, firm, higher and unsettled; No 2 Chicago Spriug at 1 80%i®l 30 for cash: 1 30% for
November; 1 31% for December; 1 32% January;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 16; rejectod at 92®94c.
Corn is active,firm and higher at 69% c for cash and
November; 60%® 0%c for December; 60%o for
67%c. Oats moderately activo
January; rejected
and higher at 44c cash; 43%c for November;44 for
December; 43%c for January; 45%c May. Rye is
stronger at 96c. Barley steady and unchanged at
1 06(j$l 07. Pork is active, firm and higher at 1« 00
egsb, November, December and all year. 17 37%@
17 40 for January; 17 65:al7 67% for February.
Lard is active, firm and higher at 11 10 cash and
November;l< 17%@11 20 for December: 11 37%
rail 40 for January; 11 60@11 62% for February,
uulk Meats higher;«boulders 6 25; short ribs 8 85;
Wheat

short clear 9 20.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
firmer but not higher. Com activo, firm ami higher
at 60%c for December; 6i%c Jauuary; 65%c for
May. Oats moderately active and higher at 43"%
@44c for November; 44%@44%c lor December;
43%c January. Provisions quiet and unchanged.
bbls uour, 62,0* 0 both wucat,
K*»-e
203 300 base corn, 39,000 Sush oats, 6,000 busb

pu—6,000

31,000 bush barley.
Shlpments-12,000 bbls flour, 41,000 bush wheat,
277,000 bush com, 27,000 bush oats, 4,400 tush
ryo.

rye, 25,000 bush barley.

•

Calais

NEWLLk/PKOT-Sld 10th, sch S P Brown,
rinkef. (Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 10th. schs Virginia. Ab ott,
Hoboken: Susan. Kennedy, New Vork for Dover.
S!d 10th. sch Robt B Sa ith. Sprapue, Rockland;
\m Chief Snow, do; Wreath, Hodgkins, Ellsworth;
rriton. Card, Boston.
BANGOR-Ar 10th, sch L M Warren, Robbin3,
Portland.
BATH-Sld 10th, brig Mattie B Russell, Atherton. Philadelphia; sch Delhi, Emerson, do.
Soh Clara l^avitt. Hume, from Baltimore, i3difl*
jharging a cargo of G53 tons coal.
rOREION I’OBTft.
At Melbourne Oct 5, ship David Brown, Pendleton, from Boston, disg; barque Tillie Baker. Boynton, from do, do.
At CardeuHS 4tli inst, sch E S Newman, Newman,
for Havana and North of Hatteras.
Cld at Moncton 9th inst, »ch Active, Bishop, for
Portland.
Ar at Sackville 9th

Boston.
Cld at St

Rockland.

inst, sch Abble Ingalls, Ingalls

John, NB, 10th,

sch Sea

Foam, Day, for

HPOKEIT.
1
Sept 12, lat 3« S, Ion 31 W, ship Chandos, Ross,
from Liverpool for Bombay.
Sept 1»>, lat 3 N. loh 21 W, barque Wakefield,
Crowell, from Cardiff for Hong Kong.

of

F'lnRuniford. Oct. 19,

Lilliau F.

Mellen E. Barker

and Miss

Andrews._

DEAT11N__
InCapeEHzabeth.Nov.il, Lemuel Cobb, formerly of Portland, aged 79 years.
fprav rs at his late residence. Cape Elizabeth, on
Monday at 10.30 A. M. Funeral services Monday
afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, at No. 289 Cumberland
street, Portland. Relatives and friends are invited
to attend. Burial private.]
In this city, Nov. 10, Joseph Smith, aged 84 years.
I Funeral service Sunday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of his sod, H. B. Smith, No. 378
Portland street.
,.
In this city. Nov. 11. Allc F., daughter of David
H. and Christina Doughty, aged 4 years 5 months.
[Funeral service on Sunday forenon, at 9 o clock,
at No. 14 Chatham street. Burial at Great Cnebeague Island.
In Deering, Nov. 10, Mrs. Susan W. Doughty, aged
_

_

•
82 years 6 months.
[Funeral service on Sunday afternoon at 2 o clock,
at Long Islznd.
In this city, Nov. 10, Mr. James O’Donnell, aged

SPECIAL NOTICES.

grabdIShg
CIBISTItS CARDS.
A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s, Marcus Ward’s, Be La Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,
now on

gifUNe DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOB
FROM
Knickerbocker.New York..liar & VCruz Nor 10
10
City of Montreal.. New York Liverpool.. ..Nov 12
Lake Nepigon.Montreal ...Liverpool—Nov
12
...Nov
....Liverpool
Parisian.Quebec -IJverpool....Nov 12
12
BTitanic.New York..Liverpool. ...Nov 12
Egypt.New York..Liverpool....Nov 12
Utopia.New York..London.Nov 12
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Nov 12
Caldera .New York..Marseilles ...Nov 15
France.New York..Havre........Nov 16
Texas.C uebec.Liverpool.... Nov 19
19

Brooklyn.Quebec
Samarin..Boston.Liverpool.Nov

Moravian....Quebec.Liverpool....Nov
MTNTATLTKF,

ALMANAC

Sunrises.6
gun

sets.4

...

NOVEMBER 12.

52 I High water, in). 3.49
10.34
36 I Moon rises.

news.

marine

Under Falmouth Hotel.

Call early, when we can show the best as sortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays
nov5 Sn 4w

FRIDAY, Nov. 11.
*
Arrived.
PhilaM
Richardson.
RicharLton,
Carrie
Barque
& Maine KR.
delphia-coal to Boston
Boston.
Pode.
Sch Chiliou,
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, Woodbruige, N J—clay
te Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Alice M Gould, Jewett. Cape Shore, NS, with
Started a leak of 2600 strokes per
60 000 los fish.
to
hour, requiring the constant use of the pumps

keep her free.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth—lumber
to W F Vlilliken.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland-lime
to C A B Morse & Co.
Sch Magnet, Eastman, Harpswell.

_

& Co.
Sch Elect, Gray, Bangor—master.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn Wlscasset, to load
for New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

Sch Young Chief, Pemaqu d—N Blake.
SAILED—Barqne Carrie E Long; schsBenj Reed,
Henry E Willard, and others.

of 1000 tOTlS
18 tO
bo built by Geo Russell at E^st Deertng tor Capt
of
brier
Geo W McFadden, of Lubec, late master
Clara J Adams. The owners are -I S Winslow & Co,
of Portland, and Capt McFadden and others of
Vauiko_A harnnATitinA

Lubec.
Messrs Goss & Sawyer, Bath, launched 7th inst, a
barque of 77!) tons, named Cowlitz, owned by Pone
& Talbot of New York, and to be commanded by
Capt Gammons.
...
Alfred storer & Son, Waldoboro. launched 5th. a
sehr of 744 tons, named Woodward Abrahams,
owned at Boston aud Baltimore, aud to ho commanded by Capt Jas Snow of Boston
FBOM

ODB

CORRESPONDENT.

EASTPORT, Nov 8—Ar, sehs Annie Frye, Bryant,
and Abby Weld, Gardner, Portland.
Nov 5—Ar, sch Emma Crosby. Crosby, Boston.
27 hours. On entering the harbor run into aud
damaged the gangway of U 8 cutter Woodbury.
Sid sehs Elihu Burritt. Oliver, New York; Walter
Franklin, Malloeh. Boston.
Nov 7—Ar, sehs Island City, Mitchell, New York;
Freddie Eaton. Motx. Boston.
Nov 7 Sid, sehs Charlotte Augusta. Holmes, and
M L Newton. Coalwell, New York.
In port, sehs Abby Weld, for Portland, ldg fish;
Annie Frye, for New Y’ork, do.
CRANBERRY ISLES, Nov 1—Sid, seh Van, Stan-

ley. Portland.
Nov 5—Ar, seh Golden Hind, Spurling, Gloucester
Nov 6-Ar, sch Coque te, Bunker, Bangor.
The report of the sale of sehr Agnes Belle to Boston parties is a mistake.
Ar at

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Cedar Keys 7th, sch Jennie Boazlcy, from

Ar'at Brunswick 6th inst, sch Nellie. Belfast; T L
Child, do, to load for Bo-ton.
Ar at Bllboa prev to Nov 10, brig Mary E Leighton, Leighton, New York.
JH5MOKANUA
Sch Isaac Rich. McClearn, frot Portland for St
Kitts, put into Gloucester llth with pumps choked.
Sch Delia Hedgkins. which was wrecked on Nan
tucket Shoais last week, registered 9B tons, was
built at Bath, and was formerly employed In the
oyster business between Portland and Virginia.
The attempt to pump out sehr J W Vannaman,
ashore m the Kennebec river, has failed and the
pump has been returned to Boston.
other columns.

E^“See

If

are

FERNANDINA—Ar 2d. barqnes Ormus, ShackBoston, (ith. Jas Kitchen, Kitenen, Portland.
seh E H Cornell. Colcord, Fall Kiver
BRUNSWICK—Ar 6th. sobs Nellie, Drinkwater,
Belfaft; Four Sisters, Bunker, Charleston, to load

ford

TO

Marrett, Lord. Newport.
10th,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, barque R W Griffith.
Drummond, Havana; brig Clara Piofcius, Coombs,
Providence; schs Wallace J Boyd. Lake. Kennebec;
Bessie E Dickinson DeLav; Kate E Rich, Bowen,
and Kensett, Gurtill, Kennebec.
Below, sch Thos W Hyde from Kennebec.
Ar 10th, schs Ellen Morrison Orue, Portland;
Fred Walton. Richards, Kennebec.
Sld fm Delaware Breakwater 9th, sch S P HitchOld

NEW YORK—Ar 10th, barque Bristol, Tibbetts,
Nuevitas 11 days; brig Cora Green. Pbilbroolt, Ban
gor; sobs Joe Carlton Thurston, Wilmington, NC;
Sarah Wooster, Wentworth. Bangor; Frank Morton Holbrook, Rockland; Sardinian, Holbrook, do;
Annie Gus, Sawyer, Calais; Eva Adell, Brown, New
B

Cld°l

Barker, Edwards. Fernandina;
Otb.
T H ivingstone, Hodgdon, Jacksonville; Leonora,
•
do,
Bonsey,
Sld 10th, barque Lorena. for Buenos Ayres; Freeda A Willey, for Pensacola; Nicola, for Charleston;
brig Wm Robertson, for Barbados's.
Passed the Gate lOtb, scbs Julia, from New York
for Portland; C L Hix. do for Boston; C H Eaton,
Hoboken for do; Magnet, and Luey Hammond, do
for do; Gastilian, do for Providence; M W Hupper,
Elizabetbport for Boston: Georgietta, Port John on
for Boston; Pacific, Amboy for Portland; Henry,
scbs Ada

do for do.
N»V HAVEN—Ar

„„

8tb, sch Almeda Willey, Gilchrist, Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Ar lOtb, sch Emma F Hart,
Hatch, Georgetown. DC.
Sld 10th, scbs Susan E Jaynes. Keith, New York;
Maggie Abbott, Mcintosb, do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 8tb, acb Lottie Wells, Warr,
Calais; Addle Fuller, Jorgenson. Savannah.
DIGHTON—Ar Otb.sch John Baloh, Hanna, from
_

do lor Warren; Trenton, do for Fall Elver; Kalmar,

extremely low prices.
Cordurette, Armure, Shoodalis, Camel’s Hair,
Wool

All

Suitings
Basket Cloths in great
variety at low prices.
Among the lots to
which

we

nd Satin

Fur

Lined,

TINT

Cloaks,

SILK DOLMANS,

Dolmans

at

AND

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft’s.
Corns’

Cure Your
BT

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; Is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.

applying in each bottle.
USTA CURB IS GUARANTEE
For *ale by all Druggist*.
Price 45 reals.
be convinced like thousands
Try it and you will now
to its value.

Ulsters
show you some
very choice styles at
we can

prices.

low

yery
0

Don’t buy

Brash for

CORSETS

what
we are offering at 50
and 75c, marked down
SATIA De LVOJi CIRCULARS, from 75 and $1.

testify
who nave used it and
A*U tor Hchlotterbeck’n Corn and
Solvent and luke no other.
110.2:1

Wan

until

you

see

sndtf

SIBERIAN St’IRREL UIVED,
AT

Eastman, Bros. & Bancroft’s.

New
in

OIL.

ASTRAL

PRATT’S
SAFEST

BEST.

AND

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.
get OF TTOCB GROCER, PRATT’S GENUINE.
Furnishes

a

Be

,h»t you

.are

CO., Agents,

W. W. W HIPPLE &
oct3

21

sneodt25ja

MARKET SQUARE.

SEAL PLUSH GARMENTS,
at

Quilted Satin Lining,

Eastman Bros, k Bancroft’s.

rntf

FINANCIAL.

municipalT
AND

—

Bonds

Railway

BOUGHT AND SOLD.
bought or carried

on

margin.

Daily telegraphic quotations from New York

Exchange.

Stock

HANSON,

SAMUEL
oct3

194

Street.

Middle

eodtf

Cook County, III. 7s.

Chicngo, Milwaukee

St, Paul

K. K. 1st Mort. 7s.

&.
Mort. 5s.

Dayton

Michigan

K.

It. 1st

Wo. Pacific IS. IS. Oen’l Mort. 6s.
Eastern Car Trust Co. 6s,
and other

desirable securities,

-FOB

SWAN &

SALE

BY-

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bouds cashed.
eodtf

set-13

Woodbury & Moultou
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

Buy and sell lirst-dass State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand. Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges
eodtf

nov3

Western Bonds
Information furnished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI. KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and sales.
lers of saute.

Also

buyers and

sel-

JOIIW F. ZEBLEY A CO.,
a Hrond SI,, (Urrxrl Kiiildiug.) New York.
augl5

m,w&s3m

Hosiery

great variety at

ceedingly

low

ex-

prices.

We have just received a small lot of
all
Children’s fine
wool Scarlet vests and
pants, in Seconds, all
sizes subject to small
darned places, that we
shall offer very cheap,
so don’t wait a week
and expect to find a
full line of sizes.
Don’t buy a gossamer Rubber Waterproof for Ladies and
Children until, you
have examined ours
at $1.50. We warrant
every one to give perfect satisfaction.

In

bonds:

_

W1CKFORD—Sld 10th, sch Vasbti R Gates, Whrnoca, New York.
NEWPORT- Sld 10th, sch Augusta E Herrick,
Herrick, mackereling.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 8tb. scbs Itobt
Foster, from New York for Boston; Huntress. Now
York for hastport; Jas Holmes, Ellsworth for New
York Beta. Machias fordo, (and all sld lOtb.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN —In port Oth, brigs Jeremiah, and Merriwa; schs Mary A Power, Kendrick
Fish, Carrie Belle, W F Green, Ned P Walker, Ann,
Susan Stetson, Ernest T Lee Mary Farrow, Mercy
rl Trendy, Amos Walker, May McFarland, Kellio
Treat, and R P Chase.
BOSTON—Ar lOtb, barques Sarmiento. Gould,
Buenos Ayres via Portland; G M Stamvood, Webber, Portland.
SALEM- Sld 10th, brig L W Snow, (from Rockland) for Richmond; schs Potro, Shuleo NS for New
York; Geo B Somes, Calais for New York; Lookout,

prices.

Black Satins, Colored Silks and Satins,
Surah Silks sind Silk
Novelties, in all desirable shades. BLACK
GOODS, in great variety of new fall styles,
that we shall offer at

sndtf

sch O M

cock seaward.

at very low

Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

___

Chadwick, Norfolk.
Cld 7th, sch Ward J Parks. Kirby. BaranqwtUa.
Ar 8th, brig Afton, Johnson, Philadelphia.
Cld 8th, sch S S Bickmore, Long. Philadelphia,
Cld loth, seh Alta V Cole. Mitchell. Jeretnie.
BALTIMORE—Ar lOtb.seh Addie Ryersou, Cush-

BLACK SILKS

—

oc4

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 5th,

for Boston.
Ar 7th, sch Annie L Henderson, Henderson, New
York, to load for Fall River.
CHARLESTON—Ar 10th, sch David N. Hunt,
from Kennebec.
PORT ROYAL, SO—Sid 9th, sch CW Lewis, for
New York.
WILMINGTON—Ar 7th, sch Effle J Simmons,

mings.

card

send for
of

about to

Nov",

Pierson. New York.

We shall offer today a splendid line of
Plushes and Velvets in
blacks and colors, for
costumes and trim-

AT

POB l’k.

OOMB8TIC
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 9th, shin Cromwell, Barstow, Liverpool.
Ar 7tb, sch Clara L Dyer, Nickerson, Utilla.
Ar at Port Eads 10th, barque Stephen U Hart,

STUDLEY’S
BULLETIN.

AXD

_

Cleared.
Barque Carrie E Long. Park, Calais, to load for
Bnenos Ayres-Ryan & Kelsey.
Brig R W Messer, Brewster, Matanias—1 Emery,
Scb H E Willard, Willard. Philadelphia—Isaac
Berry.
Sch Bc"i Reed. Reed, New York -M P Emery.
Sch Hibernia, (Br) Coggins. Westport—master.
Sch Endeavor. (Br) Martin, Dorchester, NB-Gallagher & Co.
Sell Fair Dealer, Grindle, Bangor—S W Thaxter

SCELLANEOUS.

would call
special attention are
Seal Sacques German Plaids and Invisible Checks at 75c,
DOLMANS
former price $1; 1 lot
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT’S Scotch mixtures 62c,
former price 87 l-2c;
1 lot Silk and Wool
sample
Plaids at 50c, former
paint
you
of colors
fine
Johns' Liquid Asbestos Paints, price 75c; 1 lot
all wool dress goods,
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO,,
44 inches wide, 50c,
31 OTnrke! Square. Portland,
Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos former nrice 81.
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
—

PORT OF PORTI.AIVD.

M

India Twills,
Short Foule,
and
Gilbert’s

& Harmon’s

^Funeral

78 years.

exhibition at

Loring,

this forenoon at 8.30 o’clock, at bis
late residence. No. 23 Pleasant street.
In Brownfield, Nov. 10, Arthur L.. son of L. R.
and Mary E. Giles aged 7 ye*rs 6 months.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at o’clock.]
In Raymond, Sept. 28, Dr. Cyrus Jordan, aged

..

I1UOT

was

Stock and

Best"* Belcher.

A tire yesterday in Milford, Mass., destroyed
Stratton’s cigar factory and partially burned
Hibernian hall in Griffin’s block, adjoining.
The total loss is $11,000; insured for §10,000.
John Heath was held in $10,000 yesterday at
Quincy, Mass., for wounding Frank Antonio
and Kate Amslie at Cohassett last evening,
with a charge of shot which he fired at some
hoodlums who were annoying the photograph
office of which he was manager.
A fire in Fitzpatrick’s planing and molding
mill in Boston yesterday (the upper stories
occupied bv Wood & Bros., manufacturers of
pianoforte cases) caused a total loss of $15,000;
partially insured.
John Hennessy, while at work Wednesday
discharging coal from the schooner Richard S.
Learning at Portsmouth, fell off the stage to
the deck, sustaining probably fatal injuries.
The bill providing for biennial elections in
Nashua was defeated by a large majority on

_

Corset Jeans.... 7 n 8
Satteens. 8@ 9^

@18
@14
@10

at 100 0-10.

London. Not. 11.—Amennan'seeurltios—United
State, hondj, 4s, 120; 4VvS. 110*4.
LIVERPOOL,Nov. 11 —12.SOP. M.-Cotton mutet
firm; Uplands at 6 7-l(id; Orleans 0 9-li’d;sales 12,000 bales; speculation and esport 2,000: futures

quiet.

a

o-.t®

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
part of Woodstock is for the third time in
By water conveyance—1000 hush Oornmeal to Q
ashes, and incendiaries without doubt are the
W. True & Oo.
About half au hour after
cause of disaster.
midnight the alarm was given that Mechanics
Stock Hlarket.
A heavy northwest
Institute was on fire.
The following quotations of stocks were received
wind was blowing and in a few minutes the
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
building was enveloped in flames.
Engines were soon at work, but the fire I Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exseized on the now residences of W. F. Dibbles
change streets:
and Benj. Smith aud they were burned to the
Opening, Closing.
obwere
meantime
flames
the
Iu
ground.
8%
Boston Land.. 86/a
served bursting out of Mayor R. K. Jones's
7%
Power.
77/«
Water
27%
27%
barn, one-third of a mile to the windward of Flint & Pere Marquette common
67
Hartford & Erie 7s. 67
the first fire.
A. T. &S. F.141
141%
The wind now seemed to blow a hurricane
161
Maine.161
Boston &
and soon swept the flames across the street,
28%
C. S. & Clev.. 29%
destroying the residence of Jones and spread- Eastern. 47
47
street
of
Main
ing each way. Both sides
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 94%
94ya
The Free Baptist
were soon burning fiercely.
%
7/s
Catalpa.
>8!) Vs
church, old and new Episcopal churches, and Ttanvar Jtr. Pin firanrlfl.. Kri&fe
83%
preferred. 83%
registerer’s office being wrapped in flames, Northern•*Pacific Common..
41%
41%
consternation was depicted on every face aud
The work of destruc[Sales at the Broker's Board, Boston, Nov. 11
excitement ran high.
The engine comtion was of short duration.
Edgemoggi n Mining Co.. b 60.... 60c
3%
Sullivan Mining Co
pany having stayed the flames at the Institute
Deer
Isie Mining Company.s 30. 83c
came
fire
of
the
sections
two
department
Eastern K. R.. 4%s.109%
across the bridge to battle with the newer and

safety of

Euiftpcsu marlins.
By Telegraph.1

London,Nov. 11.—Consols

®2U
M23

,.27»A(g32H

lSrUlB.

Woodstock, N. B., Fov. 11.—The greater

greater danger.
They were driven down Main street, house
by house, uutil at last on the street passing the
new hotel they finally stayed the devouring element; but this was not accomplished without a

Havana, Nov. 11.—Spanish gold at 1.87.

—

..

opened higher.advanced

llavnnn market.

BLEACHED COTTONS.

BeBt 36 in. .11 %@13
@11
Med. 36 in.. 8
6
@ TVz
Jaht 36 in
@14
Fine 42 in.. 10
11
@17
Fine 5-4....

Corn

(By Telegraph.)

7-*.14(K17

Corrected Dai'y by Wheeler, Swift & Co., Com|
miasion Merchants in Chicago drefsed beef,Franklin
A Calais Account.
1
Calais, Me., Nov. It.—Shortly after mid- Wharf:
Hinds 7@10
Sides 6%@8ya
night last night at Woodstock, N. B., fire
6 o-6
broke out in Mechanics Institute on Main
street. A strong northwest wind prevailed
aud fire soon spread up and down both sides of
the street, burning all between the town hall
A second
and the residence of Hugh Hay.
fire broke out half a mile to windward of the
first fire, proviug their incendiary origin. Upwards of forty dwellings and stores also the
Free Baptist and old and new
Episcopal
churches wen burned. Loss, $80,000; insured

February.

fo

ttvut.i?ArmTrn rnTTnva

Heavy 36 in. TVs
Med. 36 in. 6%

insured $50,000.

Nuts.

Gale in Chicago.
Chicago, Nov. 11.—A severe gale accompaItaiu
nied by ram has prevailed here all day.
has modcontinues to-night, though the wind
Vessels endeavoring 10
erated somewhat.
dimcultles and
leavo port encountered serious
forced to return, some having suffered

j.41%

md closed lower at 64S/8C chmj; 64%c November;
55% c for December Jannary; 65%c for January;
56c for February. Oats higher but slow at 43% c
sash; 45c for December; 46%c for Jan.; 49c May.
Receipts 6,000 t>H« nour, 22,1mm* oosn
34 0* to bu^h corn, 7,000 bush oat*, 1,000 bhdb
rye, 11 000 bush barley.
Shipments-8,000 bbls flour, 4,000 buab wheat,
56 COO bush corn, 8,COO bush oats, 0,000 busu
Barley 0.000 bush rye.
Dbt rfOiT, Nov 11—Wheat quiet; No 1 White on
!pot,November and all year 1 3*;Deeembe* 1 36%;
January at 1 37%; No 2 White at 1 31 asked.
Receipts 15,000 bush; shipments 13,000.
New Yoke, Nov. 11.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 11 %c.
New Orleans, Nov, 11.—Cotton linn1 Middling
uplands ll%c
Mobile,JNov. 11.—Cotton steady, Middling uplands at ll%o.
Savannah, Nov. 11.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 10%c.
Memphis, Nov. 11.—Coiion steady; Middling uplands at llo.

York; Mary J Lee, Hancock for
Vela, and Weaterloo, Ellsworth for
^inoyard-Haveu: Dexalo, Sullivan for Pawtucket;
1 S Kendall, Biuehill for New York; E H Herriman
Jangor for Philadelphia; Henry Whitney, and Ella,
o for New York; Mary, do for do; Frank Herbert,
0 for New Haven; Dolphin, do for Norwich; Am
Cagle, *do for Montfleld; L Hoi way, do for Greenwich;
louiso, do for Pawtucket; Lizzie Cochrane,
n«i Mary Lymnburuer.do for New Bedford; Milton
[o for Westport; Nellie E Gray, do for So Harwich;
1 F Willard, do for Vineyard Haven; Anna Eliza>etli, do for Edgartown; Billow, and Lucy Ames,
tocklaud for New York; Mabel Hall, Olive Avery,
.nd Thus Hix, do for do; Hvue, Gardiner for do;
I M Morales, do for do; Clara Jane, Lubec for do;
Uaska, and David Torrey. Portland for do; Joseph
»akes. Somes’ Sound for do.
MARBLEUEAD—Ar 9tb, sch Levant, Hodgdon,
fachias for New
Jew York; Alta

St. Loins, Nov. 11.—Flour nominally unchanged.
(Vbeat opened higher but declined; fairly active;
So 2 Ked Fall at 1 37% cash; 1 4{,% December;

00.

Portland, Nov. 11.
The following quotation* of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:

get particulars.

..

Vico Viceroy.
Ottawa, Nov 11.—Gen. Patrick was to-day
sworu iu as administrator of the government
daring the absence of the Marquis of Lome.
Wife Murder.
Nov. 11—Gertwiller
St. John, N. B.,
Theal, a tiotel keeper, has been arrested for
to
death.
wife
beating his

utes.

St. John. N. B., Not. 11.—A terrible fire
broke out iu Woodstock about midnight. It
on the hill and
caught iu the Institute building A
high wind
is supposed to be incendiary.
the progress
prevailed, and all efforts to stopThe
Western
of the flames were unavailing.
Union offices, both in the station of the New
Brunswick and Canada railroad and the regular office, are destroyed, and it is impossible to

..

A

00@6

Grain Market.

BUILDINGS BURNED TO THE
GROUND.

FIFTY

4

ears

3 25@3 60.
Concord Grapes
Irish Potatoes 2 60ft.2 75 & bbl.
4
potatoes
Sweet
76@5 (K).
lb.
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7c
Catawba
10 tt>
10@llc

Woodstock in Flames.

to he
Vigorously
Pressed.
New York, Nov. 11.—A Washington do*
spatch states that Benj. H. Brewster, one of
the counsel for the government in the star
route cases, said to-day that “the question as
The cases, and
to information is settled.
there are hundreds of them, will go before the
grand jury to be dealt with in the ordinary
course of law.
Washington, Nov. 11.—Col. Cook, of the
counsel for the government in the star route
does not put
cases, says the decision yesterday
an end to the case. It will be taken before the
in
the regular
with
and
proceeded
grand jury
the statute of limway. Then the plea as to
itations will be tested in court.
The Washington Star to-night prints an interview with District Attorney Corkhill upon
the recently dismissed star route cases and the
statement made by Cook after Justice Cox delivered his opinion. Corkhill is quoted as saying: “I did not think it proper under the circumstance to make any reply to Cook. I shall
A f ew
have no wrangle or dispute with him.
days ago I made a statement in court covering
I conmy connection with the case, and when
cluded Judge Cox said from the benoli that
the statement I made was conect.”
Do you think that statement replied fully
to what Cook said yesterday?
Col. Cook says first he had a consultation
with the President on the Wednesday night
preceding the assassination and that President
Garfield urged them to “push on” these cases.
I know nothing about this but different reports
President
were given, of that interview by the
and parties present. Cook next says the death
the
investigaof the President susDended
that when they had hopes of the
and
tion
an
recommended
President recovering they
investigation, and that the first thing done was
the employment of Mr. Brewster and Oolouel
Bliss, and that he went to Long Branch and
had a consultation with them in regard to this
Returned here on the 10th, was recalled
case.
there, and on the 15th again returned to this
city, after a consultation with him as to presenting this case to the Grand Jury. Now
Brewster said in hi address the other day that,
when he was called into this case they had ‘already determined to proceed with the information. Jt is very difficult to see how Cook returned here after the consultation to nr*sent
the case to the Grand Jury, when Brewster
says this course of proceedings by information
was determined on when he was called into the
The

DESTROYED.

COM-

REFUNDING WORK
PLETED.

THE STAR ROUTES.

SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 12.

Woolens

and
show

Cloakings we can
some
splendid
you
bargains.

BLANKETS.
We have just secured a large lot from
a forced sale that we
can sell cheaper than
you can buy elsewhere.

Comparison is the
test of cheapness.
Examine our goods
and prices before you
spend your money.

STUDLEY,
m Middle Street.
novig

eoltf

TT-TK PrtESS.
sirnioiT mousing, November

i

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE FISHERMEN.

7

Close of

2.

a

PORTLAND THEATRE.
“Felicia,” the latest play that Mr. Cazauran
has conveyed from the French, is an effective
The adapter has
and disagreeable drama.
handled his topic with delicacy and skill; but

Most Successful Fishing: Season.

_

*

XT

THE PRESS
»y be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Vtaeadcn, Marquis, Brunei ft Oo., Andrews, Ar;
str '.a.
Weutworth, tlodsdon, A. T. Olevelai d,
Rob. rt Costello,
Boston
& Maine Depot, a
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of t
city.
A utmra, Willard Small ft Co.
Augusta, F. Pieroe.
Bangor, J. H. Babb ft Co.
Bath, of J. 0. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
BidUeferd,
•*
Jellerson's Bookstore.
Biid/ton, Daniel Dickens.
Bruxunrick, B. G. Dennison.
Oam aland Mills, F. A. Terrill.
OamartoeoUa, E. W. Dnnbari
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, li. C. Harmon and Shirley ft Lewis,

The fishing season is about over, and the
and owners of the many schooners
hailing from this port are counting up the
earnings of a most successful season’s work.
It has been the best season for them for many
years, and many large fares have been taken.
At present it is impossible to give much of au
idea, only in a general way, of the amount

captains

™

F. A, Millett.

Kendrick.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
-5.
Coe—C*.
Mcrrr

Wh'teey—2.

Atkinson, the London perfumer
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
London Needle Co

Boys Wiuter Caps, 25o, Coe, the Hatter.

Far Trimmings.

Dr. O Fitzgerald,
the man who makes so many wonderful cure B
will visit Portland, Falmouth Hotel. Wednei
day, the 16th, for one day only, and will ei

Oil,

rwvtn

Foe Scrap Baskets go to Kendall & Whil
novl2eod2w
neys.

Quality Dunlap Style

Fine

Merry

Merry.

Best SI and $2 Hats.

Merry, Hatter.

Qaps, SI; Boys’ Caps,

Hats

to-day.

Men’s Winter Caps, 30 cents.

gious sympathy
intervals.

Coe.

audible

Municipal uourt.
KXIOHT.

Intoxication—2d ol

iiuu,

It is understood that the International S. S
Company propose to name their new steame
the State of Maine.
S. B. Beckett has sold his rights in the pub
licatious of the Portland Directory to Green
Ushers of directories for the majority of New
England cities.
The Aged Brotherhood are requested to at
lend the funeral of the late Joshua Maxwell a
No. 107 Spring street to-morrow at 12 m.
John T. Smith of the Merchants’ Exchang
Hotel is reported to be financially embarrassed
His projierty has been attached.
Tbe old steamer Daniel Webster, whicl

The revenue cutter Levi C. Woodbury is dx
here in a day or two.
Portland Lodge, No. 1, of Freemasons ha
•raised over $100 for the relief of the Michiga

gregati

nal

evening

at

ocakon

at

ui

every

Knight leaves
sgrandchildren.

H. Lamson, stated
bills are paid there
balance in the treas-

IllA

a

remarkably smart

house

till

an

hour

two

daughters,

and

several

Z. K. H.

The weather was most unpropitious, being
very rainy and disagreeable, yet there were
The
some twenty present most of the time.
principal topics for discussion were those of
reading, writing and spelling, and mode of
school most successfully.
Prof. Rounds gave a very comprehensive
lecture on lauguago, suggesting a more thorough 1.no* ledge of the English literature,
before struggling with the dead, severely condemning the loose literature of the day, as a
sad commentary for public educators of this

governing

age of public schools.
Dr. True’s lecture on mineralogy was one
which only those who heard it could appreciate
aud measure its value and see what an interesting matter he could make out of his subject,
The Dr.
with it.
even to those not familiar

The Cecilia Quartette.

upon many topics, all of which were
very valuable, as his experience as a teacher
of long experience entitles him to be of the
best authority. He has specimens of quartz,
feldspar, mica and grauite as a basis for illus
tration of his theme.
The teachers made an organization for a
county Institute, adopting a constitution and

spoke

Hall
Ceci-

lia Quartette, under the auspices of the Young
Men’s Christian Association. The Quartette
is composed of young ladies fiom the leading
church cboirs of this city. Miss Nettie Milliken is first soprano, Miss Belle Bartlett second
soprano. Miss Margarret Bryant, first contralto and Mrs. Jennie King Morrison, second
contralto. The four voices are beautifully balanced, and form a pleasing combination. Mr.
Harvey Murray, popular organist of Williston

electing officers viz:
President—D. L. Smith, of Johnson School,
Topsham.
Vice-President—Minerva Donnell, of Bow-

church is accompanist.
Evangelical Religion.
The pastor of the New Jerusalem Church

isfled with the change of location, so the y
mtde up their minds to go back “down east ’’
and pi r soiled Coe to accompany them. J icobs, the smallest boy of the three, was en iploy, d a» a telegraph messenger and was di v
Charged by the t egraph company. A tel 5.
the police on tt e
gram from Cm's parents put
track of the last three runaways and they we 'e
lou. d it. the boat-as stated. All five of tl iO

In

will commence his course of lectures to-morevening, with a lecture on the above topic,
Thi3 lecture will bo devoted to an inquiry as
to the origin and nature of all religion; as well
as to a consideration of what it is that constitutes a truly evangelical church. The charge
that the New Church is uuevangelical will be

|

pleasant evening was enjoyed.

Life is but short, and we should do all wo
Check a Cough or Cold at
can to prolong it.
once by using an old and reliable remedy such
a3 Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. Price only 25 cents
a

bottle.

a man does lives long after him, so the
really good medicine will last for sges,
and although Dr. Graves* Balsam of Wild Cherry
ar.d Tar may be new to you, its healing properties
have long been known and appreciated, and when
we recommend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of

good

The

virtues of

Wild

a

Cherry and Tar

a

rial for the certain

cure

of

Colds, Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, &c., we only ask you to use and be benSore

JShroat, Coughs,

efited

by the

some

medicine that has

given so much

relief o others. The Materia Medica does not furnish better remedies for the di: eases of the pulmonary organs than Wild Cherry and Tar. Their vir-

long

tues have

been knewn and

appreciated,

and

fail of relief if you give Dr, Graves'
Balsam a trial wben. afflicted. Sample bottle 10
cts.; large bottle, only 50 cts.
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathario Pills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 cts. per box.
sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins Si Co., Portland
you cannot

40c

SCOTCH CAPS.
OOcts. $1.

U^foVsTiO Ae20.*7i
Horse Blankets.
$1.16 to $6—large stock.

FUR CAPS.

to

$1.

Rail
kinds.

$1.00 and upwards

Road

caps

all

Large

237 Middle St.
boy12

Ware,

grades.

ON SATURDAY, November 12, at 7 o’clock a. m.,
a Special Train via Eastern
R. R., will leave for Roston

Sign

accompanied by

CHANDLER’S

I.YSTITLTE FAIR

• -a -a

PORTLAND.

EYE
Knitters Attention!
Knitting
GLAS
strength
coloring.
SES

Yarn Is a
all wool yarn,
f
noted for eveness and
thread and clearness of
Sold in all shades by
The Porter

three-threaded,

509
novl2

WOLF

We are now ready to show an immense stock of
Our robes are all plush
Wolf and Buffalo Kob *8.
lined and the prices are low.

LAP
ROBES.

St.

Congress

different patterns,

TRUNKS

Street,

Portland,

•

eodtf

Horatio

This splendid new collection of the best Sacred
Songs of the day, will be a most valuable addition
to our 1 braries, and is fu‘1 of gems
Among the authors we notice the names of
Gounod, Sullivan, Marzia s, ^bt. Thomas, Smart
and Pineuti, and there are more than 30 others of
far Hway;”
good repute. Gounod’s “Green Hill “Above
the
Faure’s “Palm Branches;” and Ab ’s
Stars.” indicate tbo high character of the composiin
number.
are
58
whict*
tions,
Piice

$J.OO Boards; $£.50

('loth.

theIsanner^
OF VICTORY

This inspiring title belongs to a new SONG BOOK
for SUNDAY SCHOOLS, just out. It is by Abbey
A !VIunger. who made a decided success in their
list book, “Whitk Kobbs,” and who, in this new
compilation, furni h a number ot the swertest mel160
odies ever placed in a collection of the kind.
of them
pages, and ab ut as many soDgs, many
as well as in the
the
to
vieeting,
Prayer
adap'ed
Sunday School, r rice B5 ct».

0L1YEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
&th&wtf
sat tu

More Men in Maine
the Horatio Staples
wearing
”
Bouanz
Shirts than any other
three makes of shirts.
They are
an absolute perfect shirt, in quality of material, excellence of workmanship and perfection of fit.
Price 75 cts. each.
are

HORATIO STAPLES
a ■ — I————

we

have put in twenty-five styles of
and the priceffAre way down.

GLOVES
AND
BAGS
We have Zinc, Canvas and
we also make them to order.

Sole

Leather trunks

Silk Hats
Our Young Gen's’ and Broadway ?ilk hats are sell$3 00 will buy a new style silk hat
very 8Kt
We have all the la*e New York, Philadelphia ard
stiff hats, also children’s hat? in great variety.

ing

oin

Specialties:

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Ladies’ Chamois Lined Goat
Ladies’
Boo s, warm and nice.
High Cut, Scallop Top, Cupacoa Kid
Button. Common Goods always on
hand.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Store open jjvery

Evening

Wyer (ireene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS

ST.,

OPP. PBEBLE HOUSE.

large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported

comprising

Cards.

COE,
THE
HATTER
197 Middle §ts»eet.
novl

eodtf

2_

WAITED.

The Old Orchard Fire.
The Biddeford Journal with commendable
enterprise, got out an extra yesterday morning
giving an account of me Old Orchard fire.

The Aged Brotherhood

A

nov

12

sat

& wed

Two Hundred

Bookseller and Stationer,

$1.00 each.

TACKLE,

1

~

and

BOY,

SURE

CUREFOKDRUSKENSESS_

salboro’, Me

aug20i»<Uim

dt.f

oct21

Jolin
NO.
0028

C.

Proctor

REMOVE!' 1US OFFICE TO
9J EXCHANGE STREET,
d3w
LXTO CEMTEKKIAL BLOCK.

HAS

CUTLERY
REVOLVERS,

N
BREECH

tbe Westerly tide
fllAlffSS» parcel of land lying
bounded:

by
side of said Parris street,
■aid first parcel, Northerly by tbe parcel* ►aid Richardson sold William H. Conant and Ralph and Ann
Wark. and Westerly by the parcels be sold said
HamRalph and Ann, Margaret 0*Brion Mellon HR. Owen
ilton and Mercy C. Hamilton and G#crge
about
seventy-six aad
and Elizabeth E. Owen, being
one-half (70%)f*et on the street, about ninety eight
rear lines, and
the
feet
on
and three-1- nth* (*8.3)
about eighty-one (81) feet deep; excepting the
do
not belong t#
which buildings
buildings thereon,

said estate.

^1
kJ

L OA DING

i RENDROCK,
ATLAS

POWDER,

I

MIDDLE

i

Electric Fuse.

STREET.

C*L. BAILEY.

3o

EYES

E. T. MERRILL.

The most easy flitting and Durable Stock in the
Market. Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

Low Prices in Children’s Goods!
Children’s Swing Heel Extension Edge
Boots, in a variety of Stock.

Solid Leather
Jilaal Boots, $1.00
dtf

Picture Framers, and Dealers in ART
ail kinds.
CGODS
CHRISTMAS CARDS—we have (he finest
un i largest assortment iu the city.
GOLD GILT FRAMES our specially.
Our Motto is, (<*>od Work, Quirk Sales
and Small Profits.

STUBBS
urto©.,
.4 is v STOKE,
16 TEMPLE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
•

eodlw

J_

bounded: Southerly by land of the lata
Ell Webb, Easterly by land of city of Portland, and
Northerly by said land sold said G nant, being about
hunone hundred and thirty-four and thirty-all
dredths (134.38) feet on the etreet, about ninetyhunone
about
eight (98) feet on the rear line, and
dred and two (102) feet deep.
Also the flats and upland lying nearly N-rth of
the above parcels, including all the upland and flats
which are bounded Southerly by Kennebec street.
Easterly by land and flats of the city of Portland,
land and flats of heirs of Charles Q,
Westerly
excepting the
Clapp, and Northerly by the channel,
buildings thereon, whicn buildings do not Delong te
said gtreet,

to the estate.
The terms of sale will be ten (10) per cent, deposit at th- time of sale and the balance ->n delivery of
deed ten (10) days after sale. The administrator will
bnt If
give administrator’s deed withont covenants,
the title of any parcel is not found good and clear,
the purchaser thereof will not be required lo complete the purchase, and the deposit will be refund*d’

ROSWELL M. RICHARDSON,
Administrator.

Portland, Sept. 19, A. D. 1881.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

nov7_dlw

r. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
18 Exchange Ml.

Male-room

C.

BAILEY,

F. O.

W. 1LUO.

Furniture and General MerchanRegular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’olook a.
oet3dtf
m_
tjonaignments solicited.
gale of

IT STANDS AT THE HEAD.
THE LIGHT-BUNKING
“

”

DOMESTIC

Fifteen years of unprecedented success
has demonstrated that It is theacknowledged Standard of Excellence by all its
....

The first to depart from the old styles
of small arms, hard running and noisy
machines of the past, its Introduction
was one of the most important changes
in the history of ewing machines. The
first Large-Armed, Light-Running, and
almost Noiseless Machine, its extensiYO
imitation marks it as the

Acknowledged Standard of Excellence.

And its construction has demonstrated
that it embodies most of all that is practical and beautiful in the art of sewing
Machine bnilding, and In case of operation and range of work standa without
Examine it,
an equal.

“DOMESTIC” SEWING MACHINE CO,
BROADWAY, 1YKW YORK.

FrankP. Moss, Agt.,
Also, wholesale and retail dealer in
needles for all machines, Oils anu Attachments.

of all kiads neatly and promptly executed. Orders oy mail will receive prompt
attention. Send for onr new illustrated
Catalogue of “Domestic” Machines, or
call at the

“DOMESTIC” ROOMS
NO.

_

PORTLAND,

Fine
Holbrook’s
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

nov8

land, Cumberland oo.nty, wiP sell at public auctlea
tbe premises, at three (3) o’clock in the afterA. D. 1881
noon, on SATURDAY, November 12tb,
the following land and building* thereon except
he buildings hereinafter specified, in parcel* *» follows, except what portions may be meanwhile *old
at private sale, namely:
The lot of land and block of five (6) brick bouse*
thereon, bounded: Commencing on the Westerly
side of Parris street, in said Portland, at the Nor heasierly corner of George Humphrey's lot, three#
Northerly by said street ab>ut oue bun red and
fifteen (16) leet
twenty-four (124) feet, to a point
Northerly of the point wber# the line of tbe Northerly end of tbe block upon this parcel intersect*
said street: thence Westerly, parallel w»th said
Northerly end of said block, about ninet\-seven
(97) feet to Daniel Glazier’* lot; thence Southerly
by said Glazier’* lot and lot of George F. Hitch
*aid
lugs’ estate, to said Humphrey’* lot; thence by
Hum hrey’s lot about ninety-s*vee (97) fe#t to th#

12

ELM

STREET.

ocl9_dlm

Apples.
NodheadS’

Nonesuch,
Baldwins, &c.

^

-FOB SALE BY-

W. ML. 7IAXI7I &

CO.,

Wholesale Dealers In Fruit and Produce,

21 and 23 Preble Street

ARTISTS’ COLOR MEN

BOV WANTED.

I Ii

Carriage Manufacturers,

STUBBS BROS.,

j\

abont 17 or 18 year.- of age, wauted as
ck-rk in a groee; y store. On,e living in central
Address G. S.
or eastern part of city preferred.
njvl2dtf
this office, giving ago etc.

d7t

Startlingly

offer .a special JOB
we
LOT of Diedium weight,
clouded shirts and drawers,
in sizes 46, 48 and 50, at

^^jjFISHI

Nfl

T. J. AKELEY & CO.,

restyour

AUCTION.

No. 12 Elm St., Portland, Me.

Congress St.

515

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

E.T. MERRILL

POUNDS, AND OVER,

Birth

FRANK B. CLARK,

Q21

Those Donga Boots!!.

4 EE reauestad to attend the funeral of Br.
JOSHUA MAXWELL, at No. 197 Spring St.,
WM. V. JONES, Seo’y.
on Sat., at 12 m.
dlt*
novl 2

|

nov3

Top Buggy.
Half Top Carryall.

■■

Agent for Duponl’t Powde- Will*.

THBJiT

WEIGHING

Also,

Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

Thanksgiving,

FOX

lile St Cor. Cross,
PORTLAND.

Beach Wagon.
Concord Wagon.

competitors.

A

lots

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Bools. E.T. DEB HILL
is making a specially of
them.

octG

vi

QUARTERS
FOR

PARKER,

Are Daily receiving Fall and Winter Styles in Fine Boots and Shoes.
of

X

iciici,

nov9__

CANVASSERS

We will mention some

i

rice

price?.

Blankets,

m* „1

VI

u

give

HEAD

Men’s Undershirts
QpnircN

One New Phaeton.
Side Bar Top Buggy.
Ivers’ Butgy.
One 2nd H’nd Wox Buggy.

Sontherly

CHRISTMAS CARDS

WANTED.
for our Princess Needle Casket
met from Europe; Goods staple aud sell at
ana
aight. Also a general agent wanted. Circular
terms free. Loudon Needle CO., Now Bedford,
dbt
nov!2
Maes.

AT 10% A. M.
Gray horse 9 years old, Weigh* 900 lb*., sound and
kind, good roadster, no trick*.

on

as

MOST CORRECT STYLES
at ROCK BOTTOM PRICES,

Staples.

BOOTS
HORSE
Blankets WYER (ME & CO
Horatio Staples,
This year

known

customer who shall purchase of them CLOTHING TO THE AMOUNT OF
TWENTY DOLLARS. This
is truly a golden opportunity for everyone to visit
the “Hub,” see the sights,
attend the fairs, enjoy the
superb music of the numerous bands and at the same
time purchase CLOTHING
OF THE LATEST AND

very much under price. Also Ladies’ aud Misses’ Undervests and
Drawers in great variety and low

Horse

now

Mr. Fisk would be happy
at any time to receive a
numwho a .-e interested in the Black SOCIAL caU from his
and
would
to
exerous friends
Silk Question, would do well
amine our famous “Cachemire Pergladly show them through
sau” Silks. We are having orders
his truly magnificent emfur them from great distances so
their reputation. porium
extensive is
novlO
Samples sent free by mail.

SACRED SONG.

doy12
We have in stock about *hirty
some elegant designs in plu-h.

STAPLES,

POli TLAND.

BEAUTIES OF

WOLF
ROBES.

of

Bamaby & Co.,

J. B.

will

|

ROBES,

C. II. 8. FM k ffl„

the Great Clothiers,
SPE
607 Washington St., 609
CTA
HORATIO STAPLES’
Equivalent to and from
CLES Middle St., Cor. Cross, its
Boston to each and every

“Every Day Heroism.”
50 Beautiful Colored life-size pictures, half of
which illustrate the life and death of General Gar
Held, by Rev. J Benson Hamilton, THURSDAY,
Nov. 17th, at Pine Street M. E Church, at 7 30 p.
novl2d5t
m.

THE-

-AT

in three widths, 22, 36 and 58
inches, in the newest and most at
tractive colors, including illuminated bronzes, at

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE.

CARRiH

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1881.

on

Flannels

Middle

HORSE and

good*

formerly

co
TO

__

t»license from tbe Probate Court I,

eodtf

HORATIO

m., at

Roswell M. Richardson, Administrator of in#
PURSUANT
and estate of Nathan L. Woodbury, of Port-

GILBERT’S

AND

a.

ho.

AT

of Gold Hat.

Dress

10

SALE
wlio go to take part in the ADMINISTRATOR’S

[

FOR

at

F. «. BAILEY A t'O., Auctioneer*.
novll dtd

Famous Band

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Carpets

Sets,
Hair
Parlor Suits,
Mattresses, Mirrors, Extension Tables, lot Antique
Ac.
Tables,
Furniture In mahogany, Chairs, Stands,
and Glass
Also, Kitchen Furuhute, Crockery

select from,
Ladies all

MERRY
THE
HATTER

and

Furniture

SATURDAY, Nov. 12th,

or

Goods sent C. O. IX, with privilege to examine.

AUCTIONEERS.

novll dtd

St., Chamber
ON Salesroom25 ISCarpets,
Exchange
TaMes Lounges.

$1,500

stock,

worth to
For Gents

F. 0. BAILEY & €0.,

BY AUCTION.

GLQVES

Boy’s Winter Caps 25cts

We shall sell on THURSDAY, Nor. 17th. at 8
o’clock p. m. the property southerly corner Centre
Street and Cobb’s Court, consisting of 2 story bouee
and brick casement arranged for store, 8 finished
rerooms, Sebago water, &c. Will be sold without
serve.
For further information call upon

-AND-

Our ipecialty, Dunlap
Far caps 81. $1.E0, $2.
and Knox Shapes. Look
nn
at our $1. and $2. grades.

and up.

L*die5' “d CW“

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

MAN of good education and business abiltv, to
learn ruy system of selling bonks, by actual experience in the field, then to act as manager of men
and territory. A man of energy and tact for hiring
and managing men, ean make irom *200u to $60110
a year.
Only a small capital wan ed. Exclusive
rale for 5 years. Live age. expeiimce, aid send
W. J. HULL-iND, Springfle d, Mass,
this'

From it we glean the following:
By bard work the firemeu^saved the Sans
and the Fiske
boy. yp. re sent home last night.
j Souci House, Union Cottage,
Saturday Lecture.
at one
j house store, ail of which it was thought
at
St.
of
—<•
The
Mr.
lecture
Odd"Fellows.
Dalton’s
subject
Visiting
| time must surely go. All the other buildings
the
Adams
aud
House
the
this
afternoon will bo Eng- j between
About tiliy members of AmouCongin Cod) ;o
Neliigan
Stephen’s church
House ou the side of Grand Avenue next the
of Odd Fellows of Cumberland Mills visit! d I lish Ideals, or the Elements of a Great Embeach with the exception of one small sued
L .ouu L.« ye in this city last evening. The •e
piro, as illustrated by the Mistury of England;
near the N«iligan House, were burned to the
also several sources of weakness, as iustancsd
an ..ntiatioD.aud sapper was served at tl is
w
ground. Very little was saved from the Lawrence and Blanchard Houses upon which the
by her past relations to Ireland.
Close. A
*

Mr. Ivory Simpson of York. 88 years of age,
with his wife, who is aged 81, drove to Portsmouth a few days ago on business, having
Mrs.
finished which they drove home again.
Simpson mauages her dairy herself, taking
care of the milk from seven cows, and makes
about 35 pounds of butter a week, in addition
to attending to her household duties.

doinham.
Secretary and Treasurer-. Purmgton of
Topsham High School.
The Institute is to be held semi-annually.
So far as the work was concerned it was a sucteachers
cess, and of great assistance to those
S.

present.

row

replied to.

Buffalo Robes.

BOSTON

„„„
FINE HATS.

a,,ri

YORK COUNTY.

cators.

—--

fir, boys named Winnie Coe, Frank Nugen
Willie Jacobs, Willie and James Waters. Tt
parents of the Waters boys reside in New Yor ls
city, and a few uays ago they stowed away in a
fn-igut train and riding whenever they wei
ali wed and walking when they were oblige
they got as far as Boston. They secreted then
selves in the Boston boat last night, but wer
discovered as related. On the'same boat cam 8
Willie Coe, Frauk Nugent and Willie Jacob ’’
runaways, all belonging in Boston, and a
about 14 years of age. The parents of Jacol
and Nugent removed to Brston from the Pro'
iuces s me time ago, but the boys were not sa

Southwest Harbor last week was overtaken by
squall. 'Die sail jibbed and the boatjcapsized,
but he fortunately managed to get on her
bottom and held on until rescued by people
who had been watching mm irom tne namor.
Alfred Bulger, a Bar Harbor merchant,
formerly of Cranberry Isles, had recently a
very narrow escape from death from blowing
out the gas in his room at the New Eugiaud
Endeavoring to reach the
House, Boston.
door he fell unconscious, and was only restored
after a long time and most strenuous exertion
on the part of his discoverers.

Tm-

-TO-

a

struction is not less beneficial and instructive
in their results than that which have made
these veterans teachers of our State and honorable leaders in the progressive work of edu-

day.’’

grand concert is to be given at City
Thursday evening, December 1st, by the

«Iaaaa

Bowdoinhazn.
The Institute for Sagadahoc county, under
the auspices of the State, held its session at
Bowdoinham Nov. 8th and 9th. Prof. C. C.
Rounds, of the Normal School at Farmington,
and Dr. True of Bethel were the conductors of
the exercises, and it is gratifying to say that
the result of their labors in this epoch of in-

committee to mako

A

of the

bv Capt. Samue! Dyer, getting out
ship timber in Nova Scotia; and while so engaged, got lost in ono of the great forests, and
died of starvation, his bones being found
Mrs.
the next summer by some hunters.

to the Belfast Journal that Secretary Blaine is
“the ablest man of this country, and one
whose services in th 9 highest office in their
gift the people are certain to seek at an early

Bunaways Caught.
Oh; trs Heath, Harris, Pride and Jacksoi i*
arrested at the Boston boat yesterday mornin "

kr.nn kA

back

Imt. Seal Sets and Blaok
mouse stock to select Sets with White Hairs, at
low
from.
sire*
in
Large
prices,
robes-$9, $10, $12,1
$i:t.60 lo $16.50.
Fur Trimmlugs.

Bargains.

Fine

TICKETS

FREE

employed

Ex-Governor Connor is in Washington, the
guest of John Bailey, financial clerk of the
House of Representatives.
Mr. W. H. Simpson writes from Washington

day evening.

Tf ekfn

in

before her death. Her husbaud wa3 a native
of Cape Elizabeth, I think a ship carpenter by
trade, a brother to the late Thomas E. and
Robert W. Knight. In winter of 1825, he was

ness.

'j

.1.

pension in 1871. She was
oldlaly.a-id about the

fish business in New York, in company
with another gentleman. He has gone to that
city for the purpose of carrying on the busi-

the Con

HANCOCK COUNTY.

MEN’S WINTER
CAPS.

LADIES’ FURS.

WOLF ROBES.

AUCTION.

BY

WINTER
COMFORTS.

NEWS.

Joseph Spurling, the Cranberry Isles postmaster, while returning in his skiff from

in March of same year her husband enlisted to
Lieut. John P. Bartlett’s
serve 18 months in
company; and was attached to the 3d. regt.,
of U. S. Artillery, stationed on the western
frontier, war of 1812-14. For this service Mrs.
Kuight received a land warrant in 1851, and a

original membership

a

It_T"»

near or

Obituary.
Died in this city Nov. 8th. Mrs. Mary Knight,
widow of Abraham Knight, aged 90 years.
Mrs. Knight was married in January 1813, and

wet

church Woodford's to-morrot
7 o'clock.
The s rvice of song at JT. M. C. U. rooms o 1
Sunday at 4 30 p. in. will bo interspersed witl 1
brief gospel talks.
Ri-V. J. Benson Hamilton is to delivers
UluMlrated lecture on the life and death
Garth Id at the Pino St. Church next Tbur

f

pop uiainuu

Personal.
Gov. Plaisted is at the Falmouth.
Harry H. Green, formerly of this city, died
at his home in Winona, Minn., Thursday, of
consumption, aged 23 years. He was a fine
young man and had many friends here.
Mr. M S. Small of Ferry Village, who for
several years has been engaged in the seine
business on Long wharf, has entered into the

Temperanci

tern iterance

mo

ury._

The proceed
‘’The Life of Aaron Burr.”
wiii be used for the purpose of enlarging am
fixing np tbe cemetery adjoining the church.
Tbe Portland W. C. T. A. will held th 0
r gul»r monthly meeting at the Friendly In 1
this at ternoon at 3 o’clock.
Miss Lucia Kimball of Chicago, Superir
tendent of the Sunday School work of thi
will

lustaubS)

that after all outstanding
will remain a respectable

lectures at thi

on

ii.

j? ur

Robinson were appointed
arrangements therefor.
The Treasurer, Mr. J.

Congregational church at Spurwink, Cap 3
E it. »beth, the first of which will he deliverei
Thursday, Nov. 15th, by A. A. Strout, Esq

1

FT

being

westward of the BulwarkLrdgeit eau be heard
from its preseut positiou and vessels making it
in thick weather will have a good clear chanIt appears that the
nel for Portland Harbor.
buoy off the Cape and among the rocks is
The
benefit
of
steamers.
for
the
there
placed
late government charts warn ship masters
who are not well acquainted not to attempt to
come in by this
buoy for Portland Harbor.
Then I ask why not place this buoy where it
should be to direct vessels in the main ship
channel and let steamers take their chance
with sailing vessels. I have come into Portland three times this season drawing more
than seventeen feet of water and not clear
L'be last time I came into Portweather once.
land it was a dense fog and it fell calm outside
of Alden’s Rock and we had to anchor to keep
from drifting on to it. If the whistling buoy
had been in the position it should be we should
have known our situation better and would
not have been so near this daugerous rook.
A Ship Master.

club.
It was voted to have a supper a la Espanola
sometime in December, and John Davis, Manuel de Almagro, Fanstino Delavina and H. I

successful term of eleve
Tbo examinations were a credit t
weeks.
both teachers and scholars and were listene j
The nex
to by the usual number of visitors.
frm commences tbe first Monday in Deceit

Christian

the mistake by

sermons.

It was voted that hereafter members failing
to pay their moathly assessment for over two
months shall be dropped from the roll of the

most

National Woman’s

and

Osgood, D. P. Perkins and Enrique Fox were
appointed a committee to lease the new room.

sufferers
At asphalt floor is to be laid iu Store r
Bros’, new block giving a skating surface o
ab..ut 50x125 feet, and the place will be fitte j
up in first class style for a rink.
The schools of Ferry Village closed Thurs

of

will lead more vessels into
trouble than it will keep out of trouble. This
buoy in thick weather will often be taken for
the buoy off the Cape and the vessel be directed as supposed for Portland Jand soon find

Desirable Real Estate, Corner of Centre Street and Cobb’s Court,

The hotels burned were all large, well finished houses and their loss must necessarily seriously affect the business of Old Orchard next
season.
Probably some of them will be rebuilt
Mr. Mason of the St.
however, at once.
Cloud Hotel told a Journal reporter that there
should rewas but little doubt but what they
build at once, and so be ready for next season’s
business.

STATE

AUCTION SALES.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

building.

Half-way Bock

rare

of forty, it was found
necessary to cut down expenses, and a3 the
prevent room in Motley Block is considerably
larger than is needed, it was voted to secure a
smaller and much less expensive one. E. S.

the

pected

course

mark the starboard side
the Bulwark Ledge
of the main ship channel. These buoys would
then be four or five miles apart and in the best
possible position to direct vessels into Portland
Harbor. In my judgment the buoy off the
to

The special meeting of the Spanish Literary
Club last evening was well attended, President
H..I, Robinson in the chair.
Owing to a not unexpected falling off from

between Portland, Bangor am
employed on the river St. Law

ber.
There is te Ins

the port hand of the main
Alden’s Bock
ship channel in to Portland, and if it is necep.
sary to have two whistling buoys the other
shoult- be placed a little to the westward of

Spanish Literary club.

rence.

a

It will

fellowship, except at
be a very interesting

weather.

on

Territory as a whole, giving information concerning their mineral deposits, chief agricultural products, principal manufactures, nature of
the surface and soil, area, location &c. It is a
publication of great value, not only in its specialty of newspaper statistics, but also for its varied information on other topics.

ough & Co., of Boston, the well known pub

after

am-

where a newspaper is published is given
as well as the population of every state and
county. It also gives the political majorities
in the election of 1880 by states and counties
and the Greenback vote. It has also a carefully prepared description of every county in the
United States as well as of each State and

evening.

ran

or

light

whistling buoys off this port,

town

Brief Jottings.
A valnable horse was stole from the yard o t
J. E. Chandler, 51 Danforlh street, Thursday

Boston is now

deaf mutes there

There are two good
one off Cape
Elizabeth and the other off the Half-way
Koak, but I thiuk neither of them in the
right place. The one off Cape Elizabeth should
be placed a little to the southeastward of the
in very

Besides the statistics of newspapers which are
given fully and apparently with great care, it
contains a large amount of collateral informs-

inety days in county jail at labor.

formerly

to the navigators on our much-befogged coast.
The steam whistle cannot be heard far in
strong winds, but in light weather I have
heard them nearly twenty miles, and I have
heard the whistling buoy more than ten miles

The American Newspaper Annual.
The annual newspaper directory published
by N. W. Ayer & Son of Philadelphia has just
been received. It is the most complete and
valuable number which they have published.

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes cheap. Coe

M

Aida to Navigation.
Mr. Editor: It has been but a few years
since the steam fog whistle has been introduced along our coast, and still later the
whistling buoy. Both are great helps and aids

A collection will be taken
to sustain the preacher in his missionary labor.

fested by their use, or where aught but benefi
followed their administration. Price 81.00
nov7dlw
trial size 10 cents.

.I1TDOB

street. Transparency
Congress
pel truths will be Illustrated with over 1,000
feet of biblical paintings. All are invited.

touching sight, to witness a company of those
without speech or hearing, worshipping togather and listening to audible prayers and in-

yfjwn

BB'OUE

to

street. Gos-

on

Hartford must leave his Signs and take the
slow method of writing; for which purpose he
carries constantly a tablet, or a block of paper
and pencil.
One consequence is. that the
scholars after leaving Hartford receive almost
no religious instruction, have almost no reli-

Universal Approbation
By ti e community at large has been given ti >
No instance i
ck Blood
Bitters.
where dissatisfaction has been mani

FniDAY.—Joseph McGuire.

gin a series of meetiugs in Union Hall, SunPreacning at 10 30 a. m., 3
day, Nov. 13th.
and 7 p. m.; also every evening during the
Entrance, 87 Free
week except Mouday.

odami

at

MWS&w

nov7

and

bles them to converse very readily with those
who have learned the same system. Bat it
does not aid them in the least in talking with
Here the deaf man educated
men in general.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell several valua
bie pieces of Real Estate at 3 o’clock to-day bj
order of R. M. Richardson, Administrator
For particulars see notioe in auction column.

day

t.liA Prtftland

sign language taught
Coe.

If you have a cough resulting from a suddej
cold, procure Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, tak
one half to one teaspoonful three times a day
and your cough will cease. Trial bottles, 10 cts

fence.

nt

Rev. William Bailey a deaf mute, educated
at Hartford, will address the deaf in the language of signs at the First Parish church next
Sunday afternoon. Mr. Bailey gives himself
wholly to the work of visiting the scattered
pupils of the Hartford institution and holding
religious services with them. The system of

See auction column.

Dunlap

New

nffioa

Religious Service for the Deaf.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 a. m. ts
day at Rooms 18 Exchange street, a large stocl
of 2nd hand furniture, consisting of old an
tiqno Beds-eads, Chairs, Parlor Sets, Tables
Bureaus. &c. Also Glass and Crockery Ware
Stoves Carpets, Bedding, Feather Beds, Hai
and Exelsior Mattresses, Kitchen Furniture

Ac., &c.

at: tVia

be completed.

Merry

50c.

Kevlval Services.
The evangelist Homer A. King of Springfield, Mass., who has been so successful the
past few weeks at the Gospel Mission will bo-

The meeting without the transaction of any
further business, was then adjourned to Friday, Nov. 18th, at the same place, at 3 p. m.,
when it is expected that the organization will

Cheap! Cheap. Merry

Blankets! Blankets!

Scotch

Hats.

was
very interesting and was
listened to with close attention throughout.
The next lecture will occur Nov. 18th by John
C. Cobb, Esq. Subject—“Sales.”

The lecture

burg Railroad Company when it was voted to
accept the act of incorporation and to associate as corporators the following uamed gentlemen: L. D. M. Sweat, George S. Hunt, John
M. Brown, Jacob S. Winslow, Alrnon A.
Strout, Hanson J. Libby, Edward H. Davies,
George P. Wescott and Ardon W. Coombs.

Coe, the hattei

Heavy Rolled Brim Hats, Stylish.

Law Students' Club.
the
Hon. George Walker lectured before
Portland Law Students’ Club last evening on
There was
the subject of “Notes and Bills
members of
a very full attendance including
the Bar as well as? the students of the club.

powers defined in the charter. The first meetingof the corporators wa9 held yesterday after-

him fret of chargt
dtd

Buck Gloves, 75 cents.

with them. The new company will probably
arrive next Tuesday, and until that time the
only eccupauts of the fort will be the. half
dozen soldiers where terra expires within two
years and who are left behind.

Lellan, Samuel J. Anderson, Horatio N. Jose
and Philip Henry Brown were created a corporation under the name of the Junction Railway Co. of Portland with a capital stock of not
exceeding two million dollars with authority to
build and operate a railway in or through the
towns of Deering, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook
and Portland or parts of them, and with other

Kendall & Whitney have a large variet P
of plain and fancy Baskets for the Holida f
nov!2eod2w
trade.

on

They go to New Yorn first and will there
be joiued by other companies wuo are to go
use.

Junction Railway Company of Portland.
By an act of the legislature of 1881, Samuel
E. Spring, George E. B. Jackson, Jacob Mc-

&e.

ji^vlO

Fort Preble.
The company stationed at Fort Preble leave
for their new post in California this morning
They go over the Eastern Railroad to Boston
aud a baggage and passenger car have arrived
from the Boston and Albany road for their

She sprang a leak on her
voyage, and it was only by constant
pumping that she was kept above water. This
of course delayed her some, making the trip
all the more remarkable
The boats are now fitting for winter fishing,
A few years
which also is on the increase.
ago only small boats were sent out in the winter, the larger ones being hauled up. Now all
are used and quite a business done.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at the Mar
at 10.30 this morning, Horses, Carriages, Hai

amine all who may call

_______

return

»

on

NOTES.

Robson and Crane will appear at New Portland Theatre, the 28th, in “Flats and Sarps.”
Mr. {John C. Myers, a theatrical manager
and actor well known in this city, died reoenly
at Wilton, Conn.
Mr. Frank J. Whitcher, formerly connected
with Fanny Marsh’s Theatre, hast just died of
consumption, aged 42 years.
The Boston Post says that Miss, Mamie
Johnson of Gardiner, has Bigued an engagement to sing in twenty concerts in MassachuMiss Johnson has a fine contralto
sett cities.
voice.

trip made for years.

Clove Pink is the Name
of the new perfume invented by Atkissoj ’,
the London perfumer, and favored by Mr, i.
Langtry; lienee many suppose it to posset s
nov!2S&W
brant}-giving power.

Coe beats them all

minstrels, specialty
three parts,
The minstrel part
acts and Humpty Duinpty.
will be like all negro minstrels only white
ones.
black
for
faces will be substituted

the La Have banks, near Nova Scotia,
a distance of about two hundred miles.
She
stocked over 81,200, dividing to each man
about eighty dollars, or sixteen dollars per day.
This is the quickest run and most successful

W-'lf robes -Coe

an effort to
divided into

the clown

went to

Win er comfort*—Merry
For spoctarjea— *twoo>1 ft Wentworth
Beauties <*f—O Dit-on ft Co
Wanted- WJ Holland
The Ag d Brolhernood
Boy wa ted

nesses.

day evening and all should make
it.
..The entertainment is

see

per man. The best trip of the season was
made by the schooner Alice M. Gould, Capt.
Clark Jewett, of Ferry Village. She left this
port last Saturday noon and returned Thursday, bringing over 45,000 pounds of fish. She

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Warned

increase of 20,000

the schooners that have taken
the largest fares are the Alice, Augusta C.
Herrick and M. M. Chase. They are called
“high-liners” and the Alico rather takes the
lead of the three. The other schooners have
stocked all the way from 85,000 to 813,000
each for the season, dividing from 8250 to 8500

i,.iVEctTiSEMENT» TO-DAY.

Kendall ft

an

going. Among

ct. Church—I lustrated lecture.

Pi^e

A minstrel entertainment where forty white
clown faces appear instead of the usual black
This i3 what
ones will be a novelty indeed.
Nick Roberts promises for Monday and Tues-

money is invested and a visit to the wharves
in the height of the season well repays one for

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

HtJMPTY DL’MPTY.

here this year,
The business is rapidly increasing
over last.
and never before has it reached such proportions as at present. An immense amount of

—

X

ternoon and evening to-day.

os

packed

Palmer ft Co.

Qortea. J. Irish.
Halloweil, C. L. Spaulding.
Low&ton, Chandler ft Estee.

Lisbon, 0. E. -Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
£*battus. E. H. Johnson.
?accarappa. at. the Post Office.
£ noo, of L. Hodsdon and H. B.

best that this fine actress has ever presented
She will repeat it afto a Portland audience.

the season is but just closed and
work on the books hardly commenced. A
large dealer informs us that it is safe to say
that there has been 100,000 barrels of mackerel

taken,

_

Gardiner,

the theme is one that could well be left unIt was interpreted by
treated by dramatists.
Miss Rose Eytinge with admirable art last
evening, and her impersonation is one of the

fire first fed. A fine piano, which was brought
to one of the windows of the Blanchard House
was lost on aceount of its being
impossible to
get it through the window with the legs on it,
which were bolted on so securely that they
could not be taken of. Nearly all the furniture was taken from the lower story of the St.
Cloud, including two pianos, clothing, and all
the silver ware. Very little was taken from the
upper story, Die property in the lower and
second stories of the Aldine was mostly removed. Nearly all of the best furniture in the
Belmont House was got out. As the Fiske
House was the last to burn there was time
enough to get out most of the best furniture,
although a grand square Chickering piano
could be plainly seen in the parlor after the
heat had driveu everybody away. Most of the
property taken from the hotels was of course
more or less damaged in getting it out and badly mixed up together, and none of the losers
can at this time give much of an estimate of
their losses on furniture.
Great piles of chairs, tables, chamber sets,
crockery ware, pictures, bedding, kitchen furniture, etc., etc., were heaped up on the sand;
anywhere to get it away from the flames. Pianos and old cook stoves lay side by side wet
with water and smeared with mud. There
was a terrible scarcity of water.
The engines
part of the time were of no use for a lack of it.
Just before the Fiske House fell, and while
the firemen were struggling nobly to save the
Sans Souci House, the stream from the engine
failed and it was given up, and the hose drawn
away toward the Adams House. More water
and the firemen
was soon obtained, however
bravely returned to their work, although the
House that
Fiske
heat was so intense from the
they were obliged to staud doors between themselves and the flames. Several of the cloors at
one time caught fire on one side while the other
The wind
rested against a firemau’s back.
changed a little at this time, blowing away
from the Sans Souci Honse, which fact coupled
with the hard work of the firemen saved the

103 & 105 Commercial

Street,

novS_ll2w

MAINE.

Brier Extracts from Testimonials

Carriages of all descriptions of our
own manufacture. The lowest prices
in the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

Attention
Special
Jne4

to

Repairing of all kinds

NEW WALE! Ail AND ELGIN
Watches,

ill COIN SILVER CASES,
only $8.50, warranted.

MEMEY, M CONGRESS ST
dim

oct21

OLD FASHIONED ANDIRONS.
hare a few eet» of old fashioned Andirons
In perfect condition, which we will sell at
reasonable price*- Also Grandfather’s Clocks, all
be seen at
In running
8 order, can
L. E. LENT & Co’s,
210 Fore St., Portland. Me.
dim
oct24

WE

B< C.

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.

S,000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 I t. Oak, lor Car Timber,
Sh'p

Plank and Timber.
500.000 if. lfemloek.

100,000

ft.

7-8 dry pine

boaras.
octl

dtf
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SALE BY

MAXIM & CO.,

WhoIcKiilr Oealer* in F'rnit* A Produce,

103 & 105 Commercial St., Portland.
d2\v
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MANN’S

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
from

prominent Professional Men.

Wendell Holmes, 71. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exercise which
I have found salutary, agreeable and eihi arajug.
The particular apparatus vou use, The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement
Austin Flint, UK. D.,
New York.
Oliver

I have derived, personally, alvantage from i'a
use. and I have known of its having proved benetlcial in several instances. Judiciously used it secures the benefits of physical exercise to both body
and mind.
T. ML, B. f rou, 71. V.,
New York.
Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
and mental vigor, and will be found particularly
valuable in toniDg up the muscles of the back and
loins.
Wm. W. Tlorlanil, 71. D.,
Boston Hass.
Every one who gives tho Reactionary Lifter a
fair trial becomes fascinated with it.

Caroline B. Winslow, M. D.,
Washington, Z). C.
With three mouths’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated woman.
has been magic* I. 1 esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
James 71. 71 in or, 71. D

box

Keiite BriD Cud Corn
W. M.

-FOB-

#

New York.
It accelerates to a high degree, and exalts to great
perfection all the ordinary processes o nutrition,
forming now material in larger quantities *nd of
belter quality, removiug at the same time, wnd with
like rapid i;y, tue eff te material by oxidation, by
which both warmth and power are simultaneously
furnished in increased quantities to the constantly
renewed fabric.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.
novo

dtf

Laid Low by Lecouvier,

INSURANCE

Or, the Cranky Subscriber and the Mil-
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Sunday services.

^BrTHRL

m., 3 and
Church.—Services 10V4
at 7 Vs
p m.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings
b m
Ali from sea aud land are invited. Seats free.
to
Seamen
regular.
day
rooms
every
oi*n
Beading
Sunday, Nov. 13. There
Bkadlkt Chitbch.
will be a Sunday School at 10,30 a. m., aud Mrs
at
3
m.
will
preach
p.
Morgan
Cape Ei.i7.Am.Tn Depot M. E. Church Sabbath School at Turner’b Island at lo o’clock and

JVi

—

Sabbath School on
11 o'clock.
reaching
iowu’s rill at iy» and preichiRgat iiVb, Prayer
at
7
Sabbath evenings,
a^ee
at
both
meeting’
p
Hill Claes
w eddeedsv
on
evening on the
nn
Frid
at
both
places
meetings
jr evenings. Communion Service on the Hill the u* St Sabbath Pf each
mouth K-v. M. C. Pender ter, preacher in charge
Church of Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth Sts;
Preaching at lOVb a. m. Lords-day school at 12 m.
Lord'- Supper at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. in.
Prayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
All are invited.
7V4. All are welcome.
Congress St. M. E. Church Rev. O. D. Lindsav, pastor; Residence No. 8 Eastern Promenade;
Sabbath
Preaching at 10 Vs a. m; and 3p.m.
School at lVkn. m; Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Ali are invited.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeown. n. IX, pastor. Residence, 219 Comber
land street; Preicblugbv the pastor at 10% a. m.;
at 3 p. m. the fiftieth anniversubject “Heaven
sary * f the l>orcas wo lety, with report and address
on “Woman and Church Work.”
Prayer meetings
at tJ and 7 p. m. Sunda ; 7 % Tuesday.
the
«‘F
Messiah—Cor.
Church
Congress and Inai

§

dia Sis. S bhath school at 1.30 p. m ; Preaching
*
at 7 p. m by Kev. C A. Hayden; subject, The gospel of encouragement.”
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every 9evening at 7aA.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting a. m. Sunday
School at 10% a. m. Preaching at 3 p. in. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer aud Praise meeting at
7% p. m. All are welcome.
Free Street Biptist Church—Rev. Jas. McWbinnie, pastor. Morning service at 10% a. m.
P»b*»ath school at 12 m; Sabbath School Concert at

7p.

m.

First Parish Church (Unitarian). Rev.
las P. Gilman of Yellow Springs, Ohio, will

Nicho-

preach

to-morrow.

First Universa list Church, Congress Square.
Services at at 10% a. m., and 7 p. m. Sunday
school at 3 p. m Preaching by Rev. Dr. Sumner
Ellis, Cambridge, Mass.
Free Baptist Church, corner of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m Preaching at 3 p. m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m.; preaching at 3;
M issionar> meeting at 7. Prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7.30. Young people’s meeting Friday
evenm* at 7.30.
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Kev K. G. F egre. pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
First

PRIDE, REVENGE AND UITER OVER

A TALE OF

THROW.

Mutual

iFrom the French of Patsy O'Reilly.]
It was morning.
The sun shone cheerfully iu through the
windows of The Figaro office. Ten clerks—
neatly dressed and natty—were writing at the
oarved oaken tables. The Figaro was the oldeat, wealthiest and most influential journal in

metropolis. It was the organ of the political party in power, and had successfully issued
from a vast number of libel suits.
Pierre Buisseant enters. He is the editor and
proprietor. He is very rich in intellect and
pocket. He has fought a duel with an envious
rival and has killed him.
He looks happy.
“Good morning, monsieur,” say the clerks,
rising and bowing deferentially.
Pierre Buisseant makeB no reply. He lays bis
gold-beaded cane on a mahogany dressing case,
throws himself upon a raw silk settee, and lazily elauces over the columns of The Figaro.
How proud and scornful he isl Little does he
suspect the dreadful storm that is about to
burst over his devoted head.
But wait. A man enters the Figaro offico.
It is Jean Jacques Lecouvier, the haberdashthe

er.

He approaches the
He appears excited.
counter.
in husky tones
he
mutters
“Stop my paperl”
that tremble with emotion.
The thirteen clerks drop their gold pens and
look up with sublime horror depicted on their
faces. The whole place seems haunted with
the gloom and dampness of a deserted grave

yard.

Pierre Buisseant rises trembling from lus
couch. He comes forward with beads of cold
sweat standing out upon his msrble forehead.
“Mon DieuP’ he cries in agony, “youcannot
I pray you remean what you say, monsieur!

AnncidfiP

*1

“Stop my paper,” repeated Jean Jacques Lecouvier, the haberdasher.
“And why?” asked Pierre Buisseant, quaking in every limb.
“You have slandered Pitou Gaston,” said
Jean Jacques; "you say he is a barber, when
you know very well he is a chiropodist. He is
my friend. Stop my paper.”
And Jean Jacques Lecouvier wrathfully
strode out through the massive doorway.
*»•*•*

»

»

JU

Wright
Sunday

*

p.

at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Re©”
tor. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday
m.
school at 2 p.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
custSt. Rev. Arthur W. Litt.e, Rector. Services
at 10.30. a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,)
State St., (neai spring ) Rt. Rev. II A. Neely Rector, Rev. C. Morton Mils, Canon; Sunday services
Morning at 10.3u. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, it 7 o’
•lock Week day s-rvices daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
Days at 11.00, and 6 p. m: From Advent to Trinity on Friday, livening Prayer with Lecture at
at 10.30.
7.30, Holy Commuuion every
a. m. on Holy Days at 11. 0 a. m; Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.

Sunday

Temperance hall.—Meeting of the
Spiritual Society nt 2% p. m. Subject, “Jesus
of a true Christian is in a practithe
evidence
•ays
cal devotion to fpiritual giits;” trance and normal
Sons

of

speaking.

All

are

invited.

West Congregational
Church.
Sunday
School at 11 a m. Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev.
George W. Kelley of Eastport, Me. Prayer meeting
at 7.30 p. m.
Wiluston Church,
Congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank K. Clark
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by Kev. S W.
pastor.
Adriance; Sabbath school at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p m.
WnrvnwiDn’o Cnv-n

CnTTOftr

Pair

C

Winnliaata.

Rev. F. E. Clark will preach
Adriance,
Miss Kimball will preach on Temat 10.30, and
at
m.
7
S.
S. at 11.4 5.
p.
perance
West Kno M. E. Church, Rev. Parker Jamies
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
immediately after, ^rayer meeting on Sunday
evening at 7.3o; on uesday evening at 7.45. Class

pastor.

meeting on Friday evening.
Young

Men’s

Christian

Association, Congress Street, corner Elm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
7
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7y«
p. m.
Spiritual Meeclng, Mercantile Hall
g^'Tbe Peoples
block
St.
at
Congress

Farrington
and

7.o0 p.

Subjects lor

by George

Speaking

2.30

A. Fuller, of Dover, Mass.
Even ng lecture to be taken from the

m.

audience.

After all, bow much do the bast of us diffa
from the poor ignorant woman, who, when
asked if she had any religion, replied;
slight
touebes of it occasionally.”
However watched by loving care,
Home has distempers lurking there,
And human power can not defend
From ills that constantly impend;
But Sanford’s Ginger bids pain cease,
And home restores to health and peace
How sensibly your little boy talks!” exclaimed Mrs. Smith. “Yes,” replied Mrs Brown; “he
hasn’t been among company yet.”
are

told that the ancient

Egyptians

A Pure and Effective Hair Dressing.
a compound
of Cocoanut Oil,
beautifies the hair and is snre to alloy all itching and irritation of the scalp.
The superiority of Burnett's Flavoring
Extracts consists in their pei feet purity and

Cocoaink,

strength.
little Waterloo Sunday school miss was
asked by her teacher, “What must people do
in order to get to Heaven?” “Die, I suppose,”
replied the little one.
A

No Fee runs a Chinese laundry in Boston.
He shall have all onr washing.
Old Mr. Brown, seventy years old, says he
could not live with any degrea of comfort if it
was not for “Elixir of Life Root.”
He has
saffered for the past ten years with Kidney
Troubles, bat now feels like a new man.
natural

Courting is
blessing. It teaches
young people to speak mildly, especially if tlier
old folks are in the next room with the door
open.
*

Some people object to revolvers, hut one
with all the chambers discharged is an all-fired good thing.
Honorable Mention.
Of all the remedies on earth that well may
claim attention Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
For wondrons
commands special mention.
power to core disease, its fame there’s none
throttle. Its merits are not in the
but are inside the bottle. Rheumatism,

can

puff,
neu

ralgia, sore throat, asthma, bronchitis, diphtheria, etc., are all cured by Thomas Eclectric
oil.
What are the most unsocial things in the
world? Mile stones. You never see two of
them

together.

drink is what staggers us,” says
"Why
woman’s journal. What men drink is what
men

a

staggers

_

A writ r n Harper’s Weekly sings: “Only
smile wai given mi on the crowded street
one day.” Does the author insinuate that be
wants a fellow to be continually setting them

up?

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant, and Notary Public.
OCO. C. CODtlAST, Office No. 1S I middle
Wtrrrt. Partln«ul.

Bock Winders.
A. (llUt V, Room !l, Primers
Kxrimngc IM«. Ill Rxrhnnur NtrfPl.

Wm.

J. I.

Mr.

primitive states the conquered man surrenders himself, his weapons, and whatever of
his clothing is worth having; hence, stripping
becomes a mark of submission. Cook, for instance, relates of some Tahitians, “they took off
a great part of their clothing and put it on us.”
In another tribe the ceremony is abridged to
In

the presentation of the girdle only. In Abyssinia inferiors strip to the girdle before superiors. iA further abridgement is found among the
natives of the Gold Coast who salute Europeans by slightly removing their robe from the
left shoulder; but even shere special respect is
shown by completely uncovering the shoulder.
In other tribes they also doff the cap. Hence,
it seems that the removal of the hat among European peoples, often reduced among ourselves
to touching the hat, is a remnant of that process of unclothing himself by which in early
times the captive expressed the yielding up of
all he had.
Not less interesting is the explanation of the
origin of shaking hands. From kissing as a
natural sign of affection, to kissing the hand as a
compliment, the transition is easy and requires
no further explanation: for a simulation of affection, no less than submission, is an essential
part of propitiatory ceremony. "Tf, of two persons, each wishes to make obeisance to the othone of comer by kissing his hand, and each
pliment refuses to have his own hand kissed,
what will happen? Just as when leaving a
room each of two persons, proposing to giv“ the
other precedence, will refuse to go first, and
there will result at the doorway some conflict
of movements preventing either from advancing; so if each of two tries to kiss the other’s
hand and refuses to have his own kissed, there
will result a raising of the hand of each by the
other towards his own lips; and by the other, a
drawing of itdown again; and soon alternately.
Clearly the difference between the simple
squeeze, to which the salute is now often
abridged, and the old-fash ‘oned hearty shake
exceeds the difference between the hearty
shake and the movement that would result
from the efforts of each to kiss the hand of the

gous manifestations among animals and some
of the lower tribes of men. A dug displays his
affection for his master by licking his hand. A
ewe distinguishes her lamb
by the olfactory
sense, and apparently derives pleasure from its
used among men
sense
is
same
The
exercise.
not only to distinguish, as in the case of Jacob
and Isaac, but alo asfsa mark of affection.
Among thejMongols, for instance, it is found as
“a mark of paternal affection, instead of embracing;” while the Burmese “do not kiss each
other in the western fashion, but apply the lip
and nose to the cheek and make a strong inhalation.”
__

How Emma Abbott Captured
Colorado Editor.

hon-

ored a cat when dead. The ancient Egyptian
knew when a cat was most to be honored.

a

[Chambers's Journal.]
Origin of Some Social Customs.

other.”
Kissing, we have said, is a natural expression
of affection; and it is curious to note the anala-

Wit and Wisdom.

We

"W

Pattern and Model Maker.
B A HOUR, 32 ,Crw» St., Portland

The editor of a
a.

1_W__

mining

an

camp newspaper went

A kk.lt

J

.i

n

review of the opera, says: As a singer she can
jnst wollop the hose off anything that ever
wagged a jaw on the boards. From her clear
bird-like upper notes Bbe would cater away
down on the bass racket and then cushion back
to a sort of spiritual treble which m ade every
man in the audience imagine every hair on his
head was a golden string of a celestial harp,
over which angelic fingers were sweeping H
the inspiring old tune of “Sally, put the Kettle
On.” Here she would rest awhile, trilling like
an enchanted bird, and then hop in among the
upper notes with a git-np-and-get vivacity that
jingled the glaesTpendente on the chandeliers
and elicited a whoop of pleasure from every
galoot in the mob. In the last act she made a
neat play, and worked in that famous kiss of
hers on Castle. He bad her in his arms, with
her head lyiDg on his shoulder, and her eyes
shooting streaks of galvanized love right into
his. AH at once her lips began to twitch coaxingly, and get into position, and when he tumbled to her racket, he drew her up easy like,
shut his eyes, and then her ripe, luscious lips
glued themselves to his and a thrill of pleasure
nabbed hold of him and shook him until the
audience conld almost hear his toe nails grind
against bis boots Then she shut her eyes and
pushed harder, and—oh, Moley Hoses!—the
“smack” that followed started thestichesin
every masculine heart in the house. She’s a
thoroughbred right from the start, and the
fellow that takes in her kisses is more to be
monarch
the
than
envied
haughtiest
that ever squatted down cn a gold-plated
throne.
_

THE
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COMPANY.

LIFE INSURANCE

58 UNION STREET.

WIS.

MILWAUKEE,

$18,846,912
Ajmets. Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New fork Stand■

ard

4,062,284

■

■

■

to Policy
Holders since Its Organi*
zation over

Amount paid

Seven of the Many Reasons Why Ton
Should Have a Policy In this Company.
1. It gives yon
other
It gives you
company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any other large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The N< rthwestern has $128.50 for every $100 of
liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
of labilities.
OA
The Mutual Li e of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
i
The Northwestern Mutual has about $ of surplus
Mutual’s $ t.
xo the Mutual Life's and Connecticut
for insurrates
established
the
4 It ma nia! s
full security against contingenance, thus reserving

2!

T.T.Merry
AST.,

ZYLO
BALSAMUM
A
Hair

(MnAltes's)

Dressing'. I i
lovely tonic and
Dandruff, allays all itching,
stops falling' Hair and promotes n
healthy growth with a rich, beautif’-l
gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in largo
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold by all Druggists.
removes

PICTURES, FRAMES, MATS, CORDS, Ac.,

Monday, Oct.
Train*
17, 18M, PamroKer
will
LEAVE
PORTLAND
FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. J .00
ik13.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.16,6.30,
nd 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30
m
in.. 12.30. 3.30 p.
arriving at Portland at
2.06. 6.00, and 8.00 p. m. Portland for

Fine Portrait Work

McLELLAN,
Gorham, Local Agts. eodly

nov5

aredoiiifcas well for their custom-

OF UTAH.

in

01

mailer

insurance

as

Agency in Portland.

any oilier

EDUCATIONAL
Kilt. II. >. O W.ILL,
Teacher of Engli*ih and Italian Singing
and Physiology of the Voice,
begs to inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for
1VATE LESSONS,
P
on the 5th of September at his new and elegant
street,

Arthur

over

store._

The *erm opens on the 12th of September, but pupils may enter at any time.
Mr*. O’NEI LL will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after ssept. 5th.
sepl5d3m

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to orivate pupils by the subscriber.

COLCOM),

J. W.

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

)an24

St. Elizabeth’s

Academy

Will Ke-open for the

TERM

FALL

September 5th,
School affords
facility for acquiring
education.
THEsolid and finished every
given
particulars apply at

Convent

a

of

56 FREE SfBEfiT.

aug29dtf

Students:admitted at any time.
*ug9

eod&w3m39

MISS MARIA E. ODELL,
I bAUHtn Ur rntNUH ANU

UKAWINli,

3IS0

German and Italian.
Pnpiis received Bingly or
Apply at Miss Sargent and
School, 148 Spring St.

class

in

Bradbnrv’s

Miss

Jly23eodtl

PROF. M. SAUCIER,
PIANIST, and Teacher of Piano forte.

CONCERT
Address, Messrs. Furbush & Son’s Piano
436
St.
aug30eod8m

ware

Congress

rooms,

~W.

F.

A Positive Cure for Kid1'
ney & Liver Complaints

TRUST

andallDise

CO.

A

The North Horn Silver Mining Company orga
ized under the lriws of the State of New York, with
a capital of $4,000,000 in 4 0,000 shares, full-paid
and iion-assessable The con pany has acquired title
to the Great Republic, Spanish, Wole tt, Rosa, Comstock and Vanderbilt aiues, embracing more than a
mile of the f mou« Horn Silver Ledge, near Frisco,
Utah, about 225 miles southwest of Salt Lake City,
ihe Spanish mine is only 1.600 feet from the Horn
Silver M ine, and the croppings of the North Horn Silver Ledge in many places show a width of 150 feet of
vein matter.
Concerning the Horn Silver Ledge
Professor J. S. Newberry, of the Columbia School
o' Mines, and an authority in both this country and
Europe, -a>8: “The Horn Silver Mine contains the
most valuable body of silver ore known to exist in
And again: “The Horn
any mine in the world:
Silver Mine stands to day as having a greater ascertained valuer than any other silver mine known.”
As an indication of the richness of' the ledge it
may be said that the Horn "ilver produced in the
first nine mouths of this year nearly $1,100,000.
and tho quarter y dividends amount to $300,000.
The properties owned by the North Horn Silver
Company have been reported on by Thomas

SEWARD,

Teacher of
Elocution,
Y. M. C. A. Rooms, Congress and Elm Sts.
d2w*
nov4

Decker Bros1'

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY,
Also

a

choice

stock of ft rat-class

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

I have sold

Samuel Thurton,
S Free St.
sep29

jRTLANP

Block,

dtf

LOAN

AMERICAN
A3JD

COMPANY,

TRUST

55 Congress st., Boston.
INCOKPOKATED 1881.

flanital fril.OOO.OOO
1

DIKECJTORS:
Tbos. Nickerson,
Fred. L. Ames.
Isaac T. Burr,
Cbas. J. Morrill, Geo. C. Lord,
Alex. H. Rice,
Thomas Dana.
Elisha Atkins,
H.D. Hyde.
Ezra H. Baker,
Asa P. P tter,
Oliver Ames,
D. P. Kimball,
JodosH French, Levi C. Wade,
B. P. Cheney,
Wm. B. Bar on, A. L. (Joolidge,
F. Gordon Dexter
H. M. Whitney, W. D. Forbes,
This Company is a LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable
Associations and all Courts of Law.
I r WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE, or as fiscal or trans
fer agent f >r corporations, municipalities, etc., and
REGl* TER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of

stocks, bonds,

& c.
IT IS AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE LOANS
and to RECEIVE MWNEY ON DEPOSIT.
We invito business and correspondence, and will
make prices for prime securities by mail or telegraph
AS A P. POTTER, President.
N. W. JORDAN, Actuary,
B. L. AKBECAM, Treasurer.
aug31eed3ir

Exchange,

111

Exchange St., Portland,
Fine

Job Printing

Orders oy mail

or

in

a

Me.

Specialty.

person promptly atte'.iued to.

Particular attention pfflfd to S

Pamphlet Printing

It and

TnThStf

IMPORTED

WINES &
of nil

kind*, in the

OII2«tNAl<
-KOB

PAChAGES,

SALK

R. STANLEY &
|!U
loo i !

LIQUORS
BY—

SON, Importers,

FORK ST„ PRIlTliANB HR.

Late

Newspaper

Advertisln

Agent,

sruw.AOKK cm.

thousand bottles of Elixir of
a case where it

KITTREDGE.

that before taking your medicine I bad become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,

As

a

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAM NO *EQC AE.

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Company,
J. W. KITTREDGE, Agent.
ROIKI.AND, MAINE.
:WALL DRUGGISTS SELL LT,_*|
60il.4wl y22
jo

bay ticket. <#t My
office In New England) ria

FARE,
s.

JOHN HOPE1 8.
WM. LAWRENCE,

8.:«S

j

pin^siphu

NEIV KN«I,AND AOKNCIT,

Wnsliinllon Street, Boston.
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H. P. BALDWIN,
lien. Pa,*. Agent O. H. R. of N.

obRddtf

18 BEATER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Oct.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

17th,

1881.

Portland and Worcester Line.
ARRAN CEMENT.
On and after Monday, Oct. 17
1881 > Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. m.,
and
tth
nv—1.25 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

P^p^^Portlaad

m.

For Clinton.
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua. Lowell, Windham, and lipping at 7.30 a. m. and tl.25 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.25 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water boro and 8aco Rarer.7.30 a. m., 1.25
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.05
a. m., and 3.65 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., tl.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
anti
Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.20 a. in., tl.25, 0.20 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.25 p. an. train from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with IIoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
R. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philcdeland the
Baltimore, Washington,
outh and with Roston A Albany R. K. for
the West.
Olose connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. It., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, st
Depot offices and at ffoiJins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

GEO. P. WK>

can

depend upon getting

YEAS T
Absolutely

their grocer

fresh and reliable

or

baker,

at
as we now

nil

supply

Grand Trunk

.

times, from
it

FRESH EVERY DAY.
Yeaat i« extensively counterfeited
Notice carefully our Label, which is primed on jel
low paper, and bears signature of Gaft’, Fleischmann
& Co., without which‘none is Genuine.

€. A.

BECKFORD,

GENERAL AGENT IN
220
sep20

Federal Street,

Suptjw24dtf

Railway of Canada.

changiTof

ON

time.

after MONDAY. OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:
and

17th,

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and
nebre,
12.30 p. m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

^*Our

«

r.

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 5.16 p. in.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.
ARRIVALS'.

Compressed

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

MAINE,

THE WHITNEY

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
Fabynn’s.
Burlington and Swantcn.
d. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
ocldtf
Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.

11.43 a. us.—From
5.5? p. n». From

Through bills c? lading given by the above named
agents.
Pannage to Norfolk aad Baltimore Including
2d Class. 99.
Borth and Meals. 1st Class, 812
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington. or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent Central Wharf, Boston.-*-.
no2 W

ISLAND STEAMERS
TELEPHONE 413.

THEJSLANDS.
Tourists’ Steamboat Line.
FOR

LEAVES

STEAMERS.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

CALIFORNIA,

IFOR

JAPAN, CHINA,

Zealand and
New
A antra I ia.
The new a»
splendid steamers sail from New
Fork ou the 10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
below.
S. S Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Nov. 10.
S.:S. Colon. ..Nov. 30 j S.S. Crescent City,. .Nov. 29

Idaida,

8an<iwich

For freight or passage » ates and the fullest infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents.
C. L. BARTLETT <k CO.,
113 Wlate Street, co» Broad 8t., Boston,
or to vF. D. LITTLE & GO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
je3Sdtf

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Canard, Allan, Inman, White Star and
Author Linen of European Steamer*
sailing weekly from Boston and New Fork. For
address

particulars
T. P. ncGOWM, Bookseller,
call

further

on or

CONC5BESS 8TREET,

n

Diamond,

Trefethen’s
and

Portland.
6.16 A. M.

Semi-Weekly Line to Hew York.

making

this

a

very convenient

and comfortable route for traveler* between New
York and Maine. Daring the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on tbeir passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 86; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information

once.

apply

to

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can Be obtained at 2S
Kxcnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER JIOND AX, SEPT. lillh.Stfiitu
of
this Line trill
erm
Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
Monday.
every
street,
Wednesday, and Friday at 0 p. w., for Eastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston
St
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock
Grand
Annapolis, Yarmouth
Menan,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst.
Pictou,
Shediae,
Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in'Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulaie, witl Excursion Routes, Tickets
at
information
State Rooms and farther
Company's Office, 40 F.xchange St., T. C. HER

NEW house with all

4

aleiled

arch

13, 1881.

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE
Under,,the Falmouth Hotel.

93 Exchange $(.

eodSw

oct29

FOR SALE OR TO LET
af Mnightville.
STORY AND A HALF HOUSE, Wood with
stable connected.
Inquire of JOSEPH F.
FOWLER, No. 7 Commercial Wharf, or No. 12
Mnnmiumt St.
nov!0d2w*

FOR MALE.
Prio«
DESIRABLE property in Yarmouth.
*3,500.
Inquire of E. D. FREEMAW,
nov!)d2w
Att'y at Law, Yarmouth.

A

FOR SALE.
Flour Mill, situated in the town

Orrington
of Orringion, Maine, about three
THE
Said mill h*s
of
the
Bangor.

City

a

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.
iltl

FOR SALE

FOR SALE.

HORSES

The two (lne Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Wm. W. Wreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSEXDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
oc26-dtf

LET."

TO

TO LET.
rooms

FIVE

at

No. 219 HIGH ST.
novlldlw*

FOR RENT.
Home western section of city. Inor 11 Cushman St.
dtf

part
LOWER
quire at 40 Exchange
novlO

To Let.
Rooms 518

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER lGtli, 1881.

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmonih
Newburyport, Salem, Lven and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Car will o*
at 6.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at #.00
p. m. and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
a

a.

tn.

Biddeford,

p. m.
At 8 4ft

for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all

ELBKLDGE GERRY.
Apply
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.
to

oct!4dtf

teamers !

WAMTS.

FARE $1.00.
Tha xftyonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
jgr 'rickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the vario?*
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYI.B, Jr., CK vo Agent.
dtf
aprt>

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia & Hew
STEAMSHIP LINES

FOUR GOOD SALESMEN to repManufacturing Co.
The goods made are used in evhouse.
Apply to Box
ery dwelling
lit5 Poruand, Me.
resent a new

norll dJwr

Masons and Odd Fellows Wanted
agents in Cumberland Co. Pleasant and profitable. A roan of good address can make good
pay. Address J. W. DonNE-LL, Richmond, Me.

AS

d3t*

novll

WANTED.
Schooner Smack, 86 to 60 tons N. M.
smack preferred. F. W. MILLER & CO.,
oct29d2m*
Mobile, Ala.

TO

a

Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

Kockport,

1.15 p m.
arriving
Lynn, Chelsla
At 1.00 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, .'carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

trad*

auMK^^^gtRAMijgm
Seminal Weakness.
all
Impotency, and
that follow
as a sequence of Selfof
os
Loss
Abut^,
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimnees
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many!
other Diseases that

.Diseases

I

Premature Grave.

jra&^Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free by mail to every one. Hr The Specific Medicine is
sold bv all druggists at #1 per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
THB

GRAY MEDICINE OO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

B3f“Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
tuicL Xownq (f atone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.
aug29dlyr

ern

points.

Train* leave Bouton.
At 7.30 n. in. and arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. in. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman

BEFORE TAKIRA^mpSr^d0; AFTER TAKINS.

addressing

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.80 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

Congress St.,

Parlor Cars.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. and traii.s leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
in. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point* wp| and
Month may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Meats and
Pullman Car Ticket* for
Berth* sold at Repot Ticket Office.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and ’lionet Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dtl
octl5

w

%

BOSTON

FROM

OI.I>

connection with

.n

WANTED.

buy
Well

England
COLONT

BUSINESS CARDS.

BAII..

KOAD.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time. I,«w
Sc-mi-Weekly l.ine, Quick

Bates, Frequent Oeparture*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL

RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Hteani*
era. Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Olvde Steam Lines to Charle*ton, M. Cm Washington, D, C,, Geargctown, D. C., Alexandria, Vn., and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rate* named and Bills of Lading ivec
from any point in New England to Philadelphi •
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Maes.
Wot. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia

fob*

STEPHEN

Sock.

Job

BERRY,

and (gaid

W:dn4o’i>

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST A MOKTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
12 iTlaiket Mqaare. Portland.
Price? reasonable and satisfaction

—AKD—

Mo

I

ii ci rv

odotucdc
H.1W .

210 Federal Street.

Long Wharf,

Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate oi
From

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Right Dollar*. Round Trip 815.
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. II.
Agent.
IO I.enff Wharf, SSo«?»»
dn2Pt

Portland, Bangor & Machia

MbllV)

UNDERTAKERS

Wharfage.
From
Boston, 8 p.
m.

guaranteed.

j.3aiy

Saturday.

LvunaBmHHHHMMBBBHMi

seplO-Tu-Th-A-S-3-m

"free’ of"cnmgeT \

We euro Ril« m 4T|H!tl and IVSl’BILOl A in Their worst form*, and ail other paina,
•Tree of Choree, and will send you the medicine
by eiprtsa. This is no humbue, aa thousands In
the Ctty of Boston will testify. Knoloe stamp, and
address E. R. M’F’G GO., 29 Summer St., Boston

octlOdlm

STEAMBOAT CO.

,im

min

m m

J*

■—r

FALL ARRANGEMENT
Commencing October £5th.

a. m.

on

Va Congress st.,
now ocrooms.

cupied by

Railroad,

Gloucester,
Newburyport, andSalem,
at
Boston,

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

failing

ran

Photographer’s
THErecently
occupied by J. M. Peck, and
C. W. Htarn, and alMo other

Direct Ktenmship Line.

stations

Just published:—tlaJelioe. A splendid new
novel by Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, whose novels sell so
enormously, and are read and re-read with such Interest. Beautifully bound, price *1.50.
•.•Also hands me new editions of Mrs. Holmes,
other work.—Tempest and Sunshine—Lena Rivers
—Edith Lyle—Edna Browning—Marian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest house-eto., etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS:

miles from

never

of f ur foot burrs and all
neccessarv machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation of being the best flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling noose goes with the
mill. Reason for selling: 111 health or ibe proprieFor further information, call on or address
tor.
BRASTUW BROS.,
Brewer Village, Maine
< ct2ld&wtf43
power, two

water

seplGdtf

P3II5.ADEEPII1A

At

STREET,

modern improve*

the

\ men to, in one of the most desirable locations
Congress St. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,

on

apply

President, and Manager.

ESTATE.

FOR SALE.

IMgby,

SEY.

6.30

Round Ttip 23 cents.

REAL

Calais,

TRIPS

P.M.

6.10

dtf

Me., St.
Eastport,
•fwins, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

THREE

2.20
3.36

6.00
0.40

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Me.,

9.16

10.66

se!4

every MONDAY aad THURSDAY, at 6
it. M„ and leave Pier 37. East River, New York,
Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
MONDA
every
These steamers are fitted ap with fine accommodations for passengers,

0.30

11.06
2.30 P.M.

Tickets far

Whart,

Will anal farther notice leave Franklin

7.10 A.M.

7.00 A. M.

8.46
10.30
2.00 P.M
3.15
4.30
6.10

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Portland,

Paaks.

Evergreen Landings.

A

dl

Maine Steamship company.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICES .Superintendent.
octlTdtl

Gaiter

J. Holmes.

Contracts for Advertisements la Newspapers In »11
cities and towns of tbe United States, Canada and

tions.

bv

Jy29

ROSTOV

leaving PORTLAND
S.J5 n. m.—For all stations, through to Burlington, Mbodiod, Montreal uud Ogcicneburg
il ia p. m.-For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Eastern

to

NIL.E8,
Advertising Agent,

Charlotte*.
Spartansburg, Greenville,
Carolina, and Oeorgta Points Waldo A.
Pearoe, Agee*, No. 228 Washington Street, Boston,

Raleigh,

Lea ves each Port Every Wednesday and

of

Heart.
Another Intensely in
A ( hanged
teresting new novel by May Agnes Fleming, autbo
of tin*se capital novels-Guy Earlscourt’s Wife—A
Wo deffiil Woman—Mad Marriage—Silent and True
—Los for a Woman—etc.
Beautifully bound,
price $1.50.
(3. W- CIA Ills ETON A- CO., Publishers, N.
oot22 eodlm
Y. C.ty.

further notice passenger train*
will run as follows:

_Until

Canada, Detroit, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Ml, Loni*,Omaha, Mnginntr, Ml. Punt, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Fraud.eo,
snd all points in the

dtf

7 1-10 per cent

May Agne§ Fleming.

TUBE.

mill wanltre

To

Portland.

I

Prom Boston direct every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 11 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by cearner Lady of the Lake aad
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and aP Points South and South
west via Va. and Georgia Air Line.
C. P Gaither.
Agent,240 Washington ttreet, Boston Mass. To all
points of North and Sontb Carolina and beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
the

J.

nud after Monday, October 3rd, 1881,

DEPARTURES:

Gaff, Fleischmann & o.’s

Steamships.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

Returning

change Street.
* Does not
stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gon. Ticket Agent.

-FAMILIES-

OF

CHANGE
Ou

Class

Pint

etoam

or

BOTTE.

BKOOIi

BOUND

a. m.

§hiu,

THOMAS J. HURLEY & CO
18 Wall st., New York,
Where maps, reports, and full information can.be
obtained.
nov5 Sat Tu Th & Sat

TREMONT ST.,

.ure t»

Washington

STEAMSHIP LIIB,

boat

1 Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston axd Maine Central R. R.

be made to

or

Biitish Rrovlnces.

S.

WINTER

and Grocers.

THE MUTUAL TRU*T COMPANY,
115 Broadway, New York,

«

m.; and 5.10 a. In (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a. m 9.58 a. m., 2.42 p. m., 110,65 p. m.;
10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m..
Gardiner, 6.17 a.
11,04 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.05 a. m., 4.00
7.25
a. in., 11.35 a. m.,
Brunswick,
p. m.,
4.30 p. in., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.25 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.15 a. m.. 4.16 p. m. Phillips, 6.30 a. m.
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.; Wiuthrop 10.15
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston. 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermedia- stations and
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.50 *p.
trains from
'The afternoon
m.
Watervillo,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewis toil at 5.40
at 1.50
Pullman
train
m.
The
Express
Night
p.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R, R.

and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of our country of Cdolpbo Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salnbi ity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

ed pro rata for amounts exceeding $2,500.
Checks in payment may be made payable to th
order of the Mutual Trust Company, Trustee, or to
the undersigned, and should accompany the subscription. Subscriptions will be received until the
21st day of November, 1881. at 3 o’clock p. m.,
and the allotments made on the ollowing day.

Mary

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; St.
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Houlion, 9.00
а. in.;
St, Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; ftucksport,
б. 00 a. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.05 a. m., 17.45
p. in.; Dexter,7.10 a. m .4.15 p. m.; Belfast,
6.25 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; Skov» began, 8 10 a. m.,
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12*.m. 1.65, 110.00

morning.

general beverage

As a

under, and tbe remainder will be allot*

may

»€■

Limited Tickets first aud second class for
y-Johu and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

.Treasurer.

Applications

Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

SCHNAPPS.

subscription.
The following is the form of the guaranty of in
terest which is printed upon the face of the certificates and sigued by the proper officer of the Mutual Trust Company.

$2,600 and

anil after Monday, Oct. 17th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for Si. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on F. A N. A. Railway,
12.40, and til.15 pm.; St. Andrews,St. SteI oust?,
phen, Fredericton, Aroostook
Rfoosehead Lake, anti all stations on R. A
Piscataquis R. B.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.30 p. m., 12.4'' p. m., tll.15 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.30 p. m„ 12.40
p. m., 11.16 p. m and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Rich*
mond.and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m., 5.15 p. m.t 111.15 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1*2.40 p. m., 6.16 p m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. in., 12.40 p.
m.j Auburn and Lewiston, 12.30 p. m..
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., 111.15 p. m.; Farmington,
Phillips,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth. Wintbrop,
Readfleld. West Waterville and North
Anson. 12.30 p. in.,
Farnaingtou via

I Runs

Schiedam Aromatic

report

per annum upon thj subscription price.
Allotments will be made in full of amounts

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Portland,

the Horn Silver, and of a much more promising
character than tbe Horn Silver ever had with the
same amouut of work.
Furthermore, the croppings
of ihese mines are the same as those of the Horn
Ihe
Great
Silver.
Republic and Wolcott veins are
from »50 to 200 feet wile, and I do not think there
ia another vein of this extent in the country. I tell
you now that the?e mines will be the biggest and
best ever opened, and fully equal to the Horn Silver.
Even one who has seen these mines confirms my
o, inion.
Superintendent Couch is pushing the
work with a>l posfible speed, and he is the most
competent man in the country.”
of the
The following is an extract from the
Special Committee sent out by tbe Board of Directors in duly last to examine’the property: “We
found in the Spanish Tunnel a flee shewing of lowhas been driven a
grade galena ore. This tunnel In
the Republic the
length,of 34 feet—all in mineral.
tunnel has been driven 36 feet, with the expectation
of cross-cutting tue vein, which, by the croppings,
shows a width of irom 60 to 150 feet. They are
putting down a shaft also on this mine, which has
ali eadv reached a depth of 60 feet. In company
of Leadville, we descended the
with Mr. Tint
shale and found all the workings in a solid body of
low grade gelana ore, improving with depth and
very promising. We next visited the Vanderbilt
mine, and there found a tunnel, which is now in 38
feet, the wo- kings also being in mineral. The next
mine visited w'as the Wolcot4, which to your commi tee- eerns the most promising claim of all. In
his mine, which is now in 25
the upper tunnel or
fee*, they have struck mineral assaying moderately;
but the most important fact is, it shows the continuity of the immense vein running through this great
property. Several hun Ired feet below we found
the Cope Tunnel, which is now in 65 feet. This tunnel has expose a vein of copper ore showing a
width of from 20 to 25 feet, yielding about 30 per
cent in copper. It is proposed to run in 45 feet
further and then cross cut the vein. If we get the
vein here as we have it elsewhere, and only a moderate grade of ore, we will have one of the largest
mines and most valuable properties on the conti-

Now York,.1881.
F ft^en cents per share is equal to

Portland, Oct. 17,1881.oclSdtf

only.

wuJLJb'iua

copper ore.
Mr. J.E. Bamberger, the well-known merchant
of Salt Lake City, under date of May 27,1881,
writes concerning this property:
“I arrived here early this morning and visited the
mines of the North Horn Silver Company. I found
the evdopments in a mos. satisfactory condition
and much beyond my sanguine expectations. They
are n >w siukii g a shaft ou ihe Great Republic, and
cross-cutting tbe vein of the Wolcott. Both of these
workings are in miutral corresponding with that of

8* IS.

J. H. BATES,
of S. M. Pcttengill & Co.

over one

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1,
J. W. Kittredge, Agent Elixir of 1-ife Root
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining
ief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
+xi OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
EL
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen

*

THE MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW-YOKK.
Will for six years from date hereof pay fifteen cents
on the shares represented by
share
annum,
per
per
this certificate, payable semi-annually on January
1st and July 1st.

1,000 Bottles

over

WM. H.

surface features or indications of the vein
traversing the several cl ims nientio ed, are, in my
opinion, indicative of a valuable property or vein of
I know of no vein in the
ore at no great depth.
West th°t exhibits features so favorable to the develnor one with the samemine
of
a
great
opment
limited developments that I feel s > safe in recom
Its
far-ra- ed neighbor, tbe
to
tbe
public.
mending
Horn Si ver, with th« same openings, was no comof
one hundred feet it had
at
a
But
depth
parison.
no rival.”
Hern
Silver
of
the
North
All
workings consisting
of four tunnels and two shafts, are now in mineral
—the Cot e Tunnel being in a heavy body of rich

nent.”
Since the f> regoing report was written further
developments have Deen made which warrant the
belief that, with an outlay of less than $100,000,
the company will be able to place the mines in a
dividend paying co: dition within the coming year.
The entire amount of the treasury stock of the
company remaining unsold (91,000 shares) having
been purchased by a syndicate, an offer of the same
is now made for subscription by the undersigned at
$2 10 per share.
By special contract between the Syndicate and
the Mutual Trust Company, a fund sufficient for
the purpose has been deposited with the Trust
Company to cover tbe interest on the preferred
stock for a period of six years.
Interest will be adjusted to commence on date of

has Mold

Life Root, and have never found
failed to give satisfaction.

Foley,

GALL and SEE

Druggist

Rockland, Mo., April 25,1881.

Couch, formerly superintendent of the Horn Silver,
and his report is indorsed by Professors Newberry
and Clayton. Mr C uch, in his report says:
Each of these claims embraces a part of the vein
known as the Horn Silaer—this name having been
applied to the vein from the first location made
upon it, and because of the immense unparalleled
body of argentiferous lead ore developed tbere*

arising

as

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Rhenmatism, Dyspepsia, Female
Complaints, and all Diseases
of the Urinary Organs.

OF MEW-YORK.

*

es

therefrom such

“The

to French.

Attention will be

For further
Mercv.

MUTUAL

THE

n.
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Special

EIMEY REMEDY!

oetddSa

Norfolk, Baltimore &

Stone Balias
Express Trains, Double Track.railroad

and

OTIS HAYFORD, Supt,

INTEREST AT 7 PER CENT PER ANNUM
PAYABLE IN GOLD ON JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1, FOK SIX YEARS, GUARANTEED AND PAYABLE BY

oet6 dtf

rooms, No. 146 Trcmont
Schmidt’s Music

-OF-

THE BANNER

MINING COMPANY

t»rs

ELIXIR

Fnr passage and information apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE & ALDEN, 207 B’way, N. Y,; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 6th 8t., Phlla.

STEAMER MINNEHAHA
Canton for Portland
Lewiston. 4.20 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave

Leave Portland for Cant< n, at 7.30
Leave Lewiston
a. m. aurt 1.30 p. m.
it 7.20 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Saturday tiokets to return Monday at reduced
trices.
Stage connections with Beinis, Rangeley Lakes,
Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld, Porn, Livermore, West
Sumner and Turner.

LIFE ROOT!
Mil Born Silver

ROLLINS & ADAMS

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

RAIX.ROAI3.

jly7eodt/

OF THE

To Persons Deii Insurance.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
teamer8 run mg between Portland and Bangor
] lockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eaetport, Calais, St.
Also connect with Grand Trunk
» fohn and Halifax.
1 rains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
I nd Portland & 0gden3burg trains at Transfer Sta< lon.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshFirst class Dining Rooms at
1 aenta.
Portland,
transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
1 louta may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Picket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen, 8cpi,
S. H. STEVENS. Gan-Agent. Portland.
dtf
octl5

Specialty

a

Preferred, Registered, Treasury Stock

LEWIS

orl< and the Mouth and West.
MUNDAY TBAINN Leave Portland for
Boston
iof>ton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
or Portland at 6.00 p. m.

'for Elfe Size Crayons.

91,000 Shares

PORTLAND,

STATION IN NEW YORK

r

guaranteed.

and

specialt)

Most, Central Station in Philadelphia
I?hilad.elpliia Sc Heading R. R.
NINTH AND CBEBI STREETS,

m.

Parlor Car Neats secured in advance nt
, Depot Ticket Office.
gjp-Thft 1.C0 p. m. train from Portland connects
rtth Hound Line Nteamer* for New York
nd all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. ro.
rain connects with all Bail l ines for New

tiumford Falls & Buc&lieid

Aim:—TO PI.CASE.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
—AND—

HOTEL,

FALMOUTH

Facilities

2.30 p.

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

I

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,
Especial

Icarborough Beach, Pine Point. Old Orhard Beach, iaco, Biddeford, au<I Kenicbunk. at 8.46 a. m. 1.00, 8.30 and 6.8op. m.
for Well*, North Berw ick. Salmon Fall*,
Ureal Falls, Dover, New Market, fixen r,

from GLASGOW,
GALWAY,
AND
LONDONDERRY
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO BOSTON AND QUEsteamers
from
Liverpool and
BEC. Fortnightly
Queenstown to Baltimore,
to
Kind treatment
steerage passengers made a

Weekly services
QUEENSTOWN,

Bound Brook Route.

after

j

eod2w

—

OPPOSITE

and

ALLAN LINE
Jr\
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS

Arrangement.

1 laverhill, Lawrence and Lowell, 8.45 a.
3., 1.00 and 8.80 p. m. For Rochester, and
farmington, N. EK., at 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and
1.30 p. m. For Alton Ray, at 8.45 a. m. and
For Manchester and Concord,
.30 p. m.
I. 11., (via Lawrence.) at 8.46a. m.; (Via New
Train
farket Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Morning
jftvw Kenuebunk for Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
.00 p.m. Returning on train leaving Boston at

FANCY GOODS IN

GREAT VARIETY.

novl

AUBURN.

STATE

years.

Throughout Europe and America.

FRA3IED

«l»o

C*5S’lt

ha* paid to its policy holders, and has assets
88S49 wore than it has
receiv' d for pmniums »inre Its orgauiz
made by any other company
never
tiou, a showing
at the same «ge. (note the power of compound interest in the West.)
6, I is paring daily nearly $2000 for death losses.
7 Ii ha* for t n years given to the public printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

XJ .’inters’

increasing sales

SILVER pLATED XVIHi:.

oniiHD(i.$5»J‘l

WORLD'S

Enormous and

CUTLERY

POCKET

AND

TABLE

GOODS,

....

wmTm. marks,
Mrs. S. A.Allen's Boob, Card, and Job Piter,

Established over 40

EXTENSION CHANDELIERS, LAMPS AND LAMP

insurance at actual cost.
insurance cheaper than any

WORLD.

IS PERFECTION,/
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or
FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.

HATS AND DAPS, GLOVES, UMBRELLAS AND CANES,

25,000,000

OF TUB

HairRestorer

joachTm bazar,;

st.

(CHARTERED 1837).

paper!”_

m.

Young People’s meeting Thursday evening at 7%
•’doc*. Rev. Trueman s. Perry <f Cumberland
will exchange with the pastor to morrow.
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
A. Hayden pastor—Services at 11 a. m.
Street
Congregational
8tatb
Church.
Preaching at 10% a. m. and 7 p. m. by Prof
of
Brunswick. Sunday School
Henry L. Chapman

Fall and Winter
On

Valerie sat at the rosewood piano. She was
essaying the most popular airs of the latest
W. H. Fenn, pastor
High St Churi h—R*v.
oneia.
Eugenie lolled listlessly on the cushPreaching service at 10% a. m. Sunday School at ioned sofa,
deep in the miseries of Les Miser12 m. Praise service at 7 p. m.
ables. Little Francois and Henri were playing
Rev. Parker
Kniohtville M. E. Church.
on the tapestry carpet.
marbles
Sunday
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2% p. m.
It was the home of Buisseant, the editor. A
school at 3% p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
lofty, gilded, sumptuous palace where luxury
Wednesday evenings at 7%. Class meeting Friday
had abiding place, and want bad never intrudevening at 7%.
ed its gaunt, hideous presence.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Madame Buisseant enters.
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
Services
at
Morning
10% a. m Evening service with Lecture; “EvangeShe wears blaok velvet and diamonds.
oal Re igion.
Sabbath School at 12 m. Religious
That she was an editor’s wife you would
Meeiing Tuesday evening at 7% o’clock.
have guessed by the tiara of pearls and sapNorth Congregational Church, Cape Eliza- ;
phires on her lovely brow.
beth, Kev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2%
“Where is your papa?” she asks.
p m. Sabbath school immediately after the preach“He has not yet returned,” replied Valerie.
ing service. Prayer meeting at 7% p. m.
But just then a familiar step on the front
Park Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
stoop.
Rcv.W. R. Alger, will preach at 10% a. m; Sunday
In another moment Pierre Buisseant totters
School at 12 m; Evening service at 7.
in. He is pale, haggard and breathless. He
Preble Chapel.
Sunday, Nov. 13, Sunday sinks upon an ottoman.
School at 2 p. m; Preaching at 3 p. m. Temperance
“Mon cherl mon cherl” cries Madame Buismeeting at 7 p. m. Free to all.
seant, hastening to his side and seizing his
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. D. W. Le Lacheur,
cold, trembling hands, while their children
pastor; Preaching *t 10Vs a. m. and 3 p.0 m.; Sab- gather tearfully around.
and 7.
bath school 1% p. m.; Prayer meetings
“Art sick—or full?”
Plymouth
Church, (Congregational.)—Rev.
"The worst has come,” he gasps. “I have
Dwighi M. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching at
to be a good husband and an indulgent
tried
a. m. and 7.00 p m; Sub ect of the evening
10.3
4
father. And now, after I have amassed all
address, The cost of opposing God.
this wealth, I see it snatched from me, and in
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
its place dreary poverty. Listen: I am a ruined
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Services at 10.30
IUCOO
o\sou*,n
&. m. 3 and 7 p. in.
Sabbath school at 12 m;
UJitU.
X'lUUl
*U1J
Prayer meetings Tuesday and Friday evenings at suddenly transported to absolute punury.”
7.30.
What is this you say? What do you mean?”
Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
they shriek between their sons.
eor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor Preaching
“Mean?” answered the pallid, trembling
at 10% a m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 13A man. “Mean? I mean that Jean Jacques
p. m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
Lacouvier, the haberdasher, has stopped his
and Friday ate.mgs. All are welcome.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. II.
pastor. Services at 10% a. m. an^ 3 p. m.
Scho< 1 at 1 % p. m
Prayer meeting at 7

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

STORE.

NEW

lionaire Editor.

Abtshinian Church.—Preaching service at 3 p.
evening meeting
a. Sunday school at 4V4 P- m.
a.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS

The

Steamer LEWISTON,
MasDEERING.

a CHARLES

tor, will leave Railroad Wharf,
~t maffTT ■ in~"£vr P—rlnml.
Tuesday
every
evening, at 11.15 o'clock, or on ar rival of
Express TraiD from Boston, (or Rocklaudy Cnntinc. Deer Idle, Nedgwick, No. Went Har-

bor. Bur Harbor and Hillbridge. Will leave
wh*rf every Friday evening at 11.(5
o’clock, for Rock lautl, ( astine. Deer Isle,
Ned gw ic Is ©N. West Harbor. Bar Harbor,
Mill bridge Jone»por«, and Machiaaport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport everv VIonday Horniui, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridg© every Monday und Thursday at 8.00 a. ra.,
touching as above, arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and the West.
Connects every trip at Rockland with Sanford
S. S. Go. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
for Green’s Landing,
Landings: also with steamerAt
Bar Hartor with
Blue Hill and Ellsworth.
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

same

Coming Went,
counects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday' with
•Sautord S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings
tor Portland.
1 shippers of freight will notice
[QF-Pus-engers
that ihe steamer doe- no go to Jone9port or xViachi
asuort on her I uesday trip.
GEORGE L. DaY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
an

Oct* 20,1881.
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BEAUTIFUL PARLOR LAMPS.
FINE ART STORE,
583 CONGRESS

CYRUS

oc8

F.

STREET.

DAVIS.

eodtf

Removal.
William Senter &

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry and
tical Store, removed to

No. 51

Nau-

Exchange street,

directly opposite

their

old stand

eep6dm3

DODD'S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United State* and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. A uv information cheortully given
and estimates promotly furnished.
File of tha Pubs* sent for inspection at any time
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A List of 100 choice newspapers.
4<K» WASHINGTON NT.,

